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INTRODUCTION 

 

The actuality and the usage rate of the research work. The 

characteristic feature of modern science is the study of complex systems 

and the main features are the attempt to the understanding of the objects 

being the opposite relation with the completeness, the richness of 

relations and the environment. According to this, the necessity of giving 

more dynamism to the existing comments of systematic-structural 

approach is expressed more clearly. The expansion of all fields of the 

theoretical knowledge and experimental-practical researches faster 

resulted with the changing of all styles of scientific thought deeply and 

caused to the creation of the paradigm of new “activity” of scientific 

cognition.  

Firstly, the establishment of methodology “activity” is related 

with the development of functionalism fast which declared the 

instrumental conception of language in linguistics. According to this 

conception, the language is the method of public opposite influence and 

the people influence to the mental and practical activity of each other 

with the language opposite. The structure of language being in the 

concept and categories of functional linguistics is learned in the process 

of the realization of speech, in the practice of concrete speech, that’s 

why, these notions about “the natural grammar” that everything are 

explained with the usage of language factually are related to only the 

functional direction today. 

The dynamics of the language situation is related with the division 

of its system and semi-systems separately to the central and peripheral 

spheres increasingly. It seems to us that to realize the functional-

grammatical researches of such direction is advisable from the position 

of the theory of the language fields modelling the operations of 

conceptual-language and giving the chance to analyse the facts of 

language and speech by the “aim-method” principle, it means to define 

which methods it has for reaching to certain communicative aim of any 

language and being in which attitude of these methods with each other. 

The creation and development of the grammar of field is inseparable 

from the thought of paradigm “activity” in the theory of modern 
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scientific cognition. As the methodologies appearing in special forms of 

functional direction getting more, the field analysis follows the aim how 

to use the language in communication, reflecting deeper regularities of 

the life activity of language, the opposite relation of it with the creativity 

in more perfect form. In this time, the problematics of systematics is 

passed from the traditional object of linguistics – language (from 

language structure) to the speech communication in the realization of 

principles of field approach mostly. In the same time, we can be based 

such a saving by agreeing with the thought passing of the language and 

speech to each other dialectically from what they reflecting the reality of 

thought directly that today the methodological duty of linguistics isn’t to 

separate the language and speech, it is the attempt to understand the 

opposite relation of them in which form, to be possible of this opposite 

relation in which general platform. Also, it is the most important not 

only to accept the existence such opposite relation, but also to create its 

model.  

In linguistics, the analysis of large positive practice of field 

researches gives the base to get such result that, the field conceptions 

prepared by linguists carried forward more our notions about the 

regularities of arrangement and existence of the language and various 

branches of it and with this, changed this methodology to one of the 

leading directions of the science of modern linguistics. However, the 

description of the methods of language in the existed conceptions isn’t 

paid attention enough from the point of view of the ability of reflection 

of the reality of them apart from language in the consciousness of 

national and individual person and thus, in the speech of person. 

Approaching to the language as the unity of system and function hasn’t 

found the reflection comprehensively in these conceptions, too. The 

relation among the general theory being able to the methodological base 

for passing to the “field” as the tool of study in the concrete realization 

from the “field” as the structuralizing of field of the categories and 

semi-systems of language and speech and the future development of 

field theory of language modelling, for example; as only the taxonomic 

unit has been researched less, too. The communicative-pragmatic 

characteristics (specially axiological) of the units including to the field 
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has also kept apart from the attention of the researchers till now, 

because such kind of outlook takes a superior position in the large 

literature related to the field problems that, the field conceptions of the 

language are only the paradigmatic conceptions supposedly, the analysis 

closed with the system of methods of the language in them. 

It is interesting that, the modern functional direction was 

developing as the synchronic approach without exception till nowadays 

in linguistics. In the result, the theory of language field hasn’t been 

researched completely in diachrony. Whereas, the necessity of the 

searching of new principle chances and methods giving more dynamic  

to the diachronic researches and providing the approach as the system of 

only functional methods and besides this, as the historical event is 

undoubted. It is necessary to belong to the issues related to the applying 

of field model to the range of the  problems which were researched less 

today, yet, of course in the functional base, especially in the researches 

of interlingual confrontation carried out in the course of one direction 

developing actively as the contentious (“content”) typology.  

The level of modern development of the science of linguistics is 

also characterized with the gradual increased interest to the issues of 

functional grammar and largely – the functional description of language. 

It is regular completely, because the linguistics is directed to the 

understanding as the real practical consciousness, an important method 

which is considered for the activity of language in the condition of 

communication in the human society, not to the issues of systematic 

description and classification of language as a purpose, not to the 

provision of “in itself and for itself” of the language, today. That’s why, 

the attention of the researchers focused to the opposite relation of 

elements belonging to the levels of different languages participating in 

the supplying of the meaning of the utterance, to the study and 

description of the regularities of activity of the language units by 

changing its direction. It supposes the possibility of analysis not only in 

the direction from forms to meanings/ from methods to functions, but 

also in the direction from meanings to forms/ from functions to 

methods. 
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The category of multiplicity researching in the dissertation is the 

category of notion in itself. From one side, it is the reflection of reality, 

from the other side, it arranges the contextual content of the language 

and speech, it means, it is the linguistic category. The meaning of 

multiplicity understanding as “more amount than one on its basis” is 

usually researched in the frame of the category of the grammatical 

quantity (quantitative) in the linguistic literature.  

“The category of quantity is the category of universal notion as 

the category of quality related to it”1. “As learning the deviation of it 

in different languages, the appropriate “functional – semantic 

category” which the criterion of its separation has been the 

generality of semantic functions of the opposite related elements of 

levels of different languages, having the existence of intelligible 

semantic invariant in the differential semantic signs of these elements 

is considered2.” 

The theory of the functional – semantic category is in the level 

of comprehensive development on the basis of language materials 

having different system, different structure. It must be noted that, it is 

one of the most complicated issues in grammar.  

                                                           
1Аристотель. Избранные сочинения: [в 4 томах]. T. 1. / Аристотель. –Москва: 

Мысль, – 1976. –с.164;  Холодович, А.А. Категория множества в японском в 

свете общей  теории множества в языке // Уч. зап. Ленинградского универ-та. 

№ 69. Вып.10. –1946. –с.15-36;  Панфилов, В.З. Философские проблемы  язы-

кознания. Гносеологические аспекты / В.З.Панфилов. – Москва: Наука, – 

1977. –288 с.; Зарбалиев, Х.М. Типология числительных и числовых конст-

рукций / Х.М.Зарбалиев. – Баку: Азия, – 1997. –  267 с.; Əlizadə, A.С. Azərbay-

can dilində kəmiyyət kateqoriyası (XIV-XIX əsrlər ədəbi dili abidələri əsasında) ): 

/ filologiya elmləri namizədi ... dissertasiyanın avtoreferatı / – Bakı, 1966. – 23 s.; 

Qıpçaq, M.Д. Kəmiyyət anlayışının dildə ifadəsi (tarixi-tipoloji tədqiqat) / 

M.D.Qıpçaq. – Bakı: Elm, – 2000. – 453 s.;  
2Бондарко, А.В.  Русский глагол / А.В.Бондарко, Л.Л.Буланин. –Ленинград   : 

Просвещение, –1967. – c.18. 
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According to multiplicity of situations of the different structural 

languages, much attention has been paid to the issues of definition of 

the confrontative description, their similar and different features, and 

typological inventories completely in the choosing of dissertation 

content.  

Recently, the linguistic researches are characterized showing 

great interest to the mechanism of the reflection and expression of 

the manifestations of the real life with language. The problem of the 

objective reality, human consciousness and the opposite relation of 

the language aren’t new in itself. But numerous researches related to 

the concrete and more atypical appearances of the categorical-

classified function of the language, the different systematic relations 

of categories of the levels of various languages prepared the base to 

this problem for the other functional-semantic approach qualitatively. 

The specification of this approach is in its global character, because, 

it assumes the whole system of expressions of different levelled 

languages of the content of certain notion. The modern linguistics is 

also characterized with much attention to the study of semantics in 

all levels of language systems. Many of the grammatical categories, 

including the category of quality have been the object of the semantic 

analysis. But there are many controversial situations demanding the 

specification and future researches in the discussion of semantic 

forms of the category of quality. The content of this research is not 

only actuality with the studying of it less. The researches related to 

the relations and attitudes of opposition of minority and multiplicity 

give the opportunity to imagine the sphere of meanings completely 

performing with the singular and plural forms really in the modern 

different systematic and different structural languages, to define the 

amenities of meaning of these forms. Besides, the issue of activity of 

the various special meanings of the forms of aspectuality of quality, 

the opposite relation of them with the context semantically in the 

frame of the functional-semantic field of multiplicity of the situations 

hasn’t been studied enough, too. The content of dissertation is also 

actuality according to this. 
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For a long time, the transition from the research of inner 

structure of the functional-semantic category of aspectuality to the 

study of the real activity of various levelled language methods 

expressing certain subcategory types of meanings of aspectuality 

whether in sentence or in the aside of its borders is being prepared in 

linguistics? In this research work, the most important attempts have 

been realized in that field, too. Besides, if the aspectual 

characteristics of only non-verbal sentences had been studied 

superficially till nowadays, the aspectual characteristics of predicate 

sentences was researched in this dissertation, too. 

Object and subject of the research. The object is the 

multiplicity of situations in different systematic languages, and the 

subject is different levelled language expressions of the category of 

multiplicity, the plan of content and expression of the multiplicity of 

situations in different systematic languages.  

Though the multiplicity of situations expressing in sentence is 

chosen as the object of research directly, the subject of special 

theoretical analysis is the multiplicity of indefinite situations. The 

classification including here the multiplicity of three typed situations 

– the plurality of multiplicative, distributive and iterative situations is 

defined here. The most important feature of this classification is that, 

it demonstrates the varieties and similarities being in semantics 

among the noted types of multiplicatives in the implicit and explicit 

form.  

The most important feature of such approach is the action 

toward from the meaning to form. The definition of multiplicative, 

distributive and iterative situations serves as the base for the defining 

of the inventory of the grammatical, lexical and contextual methods 

using for the expression of these meanings separately, more often 

totality either in the same language or in different languages. The 

analysis toward from form to meaning in simple action during the 

grammatical researches causes to define the meanings of 

grammatical forms, the lexical and contextual meanings can’t be the 

subject of the research and semantics is appeared as weakened in 

intelligible degree in result. Being real generally, this idea is 
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important in the expressing of the characteristics of the meanings of 

multiplicity specially, because the meaning of multiplicity expresses 

either with the combination of grammatical and lexical methods 

more or with the lexical methods only. 

The aim and the tasks of the research. a) to define the 

semantic content, signs and variations of the category of quantitative 

on the basis of materials of different languages and to characterize 

the hierarchic structure of the quantitative field of language on the 

basis of the confrontative analysis of different levelled expressive 

means of semantics of multiplicity of the situations, the opposite 

influence of them to each other and the dependence from each other 

in these languages, b) to define the lexical, syntactic and contextual 

methods using for expressing atypical meanings of multiplicity by 

acting toward from meaning to form in different languages.  

The main directions and duties of research have been defined 

coinciding to theoretical conception of functional-semantic 

categories. This conception has been set up on the recognition of 

function of the expression of grammatical meanings of non-

grammatical methods.  

The duties of the research. Accomplishing the following 

duties has been considered in the dissertation:  

- to analyse and generalize the views of different researchers 

engaged with the problem of the multiplicity of situations, 

- to reveal the semantic signs of the category of quantity, 

- to define invariants of them,  

- to give the characteristics of semantic signs according to the 

opposite relation with each other and the dependence from each other 

of them,  

- to define the language levels belonging to the expressions 

of semantics of the multiplicity of situations in the compared 

languages, 

- to define the degree of productivity and regularity of these 

methods,  

- to reveal the synonymy of expressions of invariant 

quantitative semantics,  
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- in the same time, to define the pleonasticity in the situations 

of usage of the two typed language methods. 

The methods of the research. Coinciding to the aim and 

duties, the following methods have been researched:  

– the contrastive/ confrontative and typological methods as an 

integral part of the bilingual/ polylingual description,  

– the method “field” of the language materials for revealing 

all different levelled expressive means of semantics of the 

multiplicity of situations, 

– the method of componential analysis of the word structure 

for defining the quantitative sememes in the structure of 

language units,  

– the method of contextual analysis for expressing the 

semantic signs of the category of quantitativity and the 

complete characteristics of its expressive means, 

– the method of transformation for finding the similarity or 

synonymy of semantics of quantity expressed with different 

language units by using the language means compared once 

or twice or more. 

The dissertation is applied in the course of “from meaning 

to form” based on the onomasiological approach to the 

research of the language facts.   

The basic provisions giving to the defence:  

- The understanding of the language as the unity of two 

relative independent parts – the plan of content and the plan of 

expression and non-existent of complete isomorphism among them 

makes possible and even necessary the different approach to the 

study of structure of each two plans.  

- The multiplicity of situations combines in the functional -

semantic category in language. In this time, the integration of 

expressions apprising he quality is realised on the functional, 

semantic and grammatical base. 

- The different levelled units of the language system 

participate in the expression of semantics of the multiplicity of 

situations. 
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- Though the lexical, grammatical and syntactic meanings of 

the multiplicity of situations characterize the category of the same 

notion, they have different semantic status. It is conditioned the 

existing of three modifications of functional-semantic field – lexical, 

grammatical and syntactic modifications having the independent 

structure each of them and being opposite complicated relation 

constantly. 

- As the constitutive of these three modifications of the field, 

both the differential “multiplicity” semantical and background 

“multiplicity” semantical units perform. It is concluded to the 

creation of central and peripheral zones in any case. 

- The multiplicity of situations is the aspectual meaning. It is 

related with both the system of manners and the methods of action 

densely. This meaning involves the methods of some actions in some 

types of it and it carries specific character not only in the plan of 

content, but also in the plan of expression in each type. 

- The verb is the formant of aspectual characteristics of 

repetition of sentence. It has the equal right with the formant of 

name. It is valid in this case and only with this condition that, they 

are performed as the predicates of sentence.  

- Predicate is the equal right formant by the expression with 

the lexical methods of the meaning of the multiplicity of situations of 

the aspectual characteristics of sentence in any form of its expression 

(not depending on being verb or noun).  

- The aspectual semantics of lexical methods is more 

concrete and definite than the aspectual semantics of verbal word 

(depending on some factors – manner, time, the style of action and 

etc.) in the formation of meaning of the multiplicity of situations.  

- The multiplicity of actions and accordingly the multiplicity 

of situations are signed with different grammatical, derivational, 

lexical and contextual methods including to the functional-semantic 

field of multiplicity in sentence, and these methods are used in the 

concentrated form more than using separately. Mainly, in addition to 

deliver the numeral or quantitative meaning, they have the 

opportunity to deliver the large range of connotative meanings. It 
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was conditioned with the “unique” place which the category of 

multiplicity being in correlation with the category of unity more is 

placed in the human life and its activity of cognition. 

The scientific novelty of the research is conditioned with it 

that, differing from the existed researches here, the different levelled 

methods of the category of multiplicity which they give the 

opportunity penetrating more deeply to the arrangement of the 

language systematically and its separate fields and helping to emerge 

the general regularities of the creation of language and the opposite 

influence of them to each other have been learned in the complex 

form firstly. 

The theoretical and practical importance of the research. 

The results of this research work can help the future development of 

the functional-semantic categories, the research of the inter-level 

relations, can be base for the confrontative research of different 

languages, because the similar notions are expressed not only with 

the overlapping words and constructions semantically in different 

languages, but also with the language methods belonging to different 

levels of language. Besides, the results getting from the research can 

be used for the creation of grammatical theories known as contentive 

(it means that directed to the content of the language forms), 

specially for the emerging of the analysis of the grammatical forms, 

as well as the analysis of the traditional parts of speech and clauses 

of the sentence, the elements of the thought and the universal 

language elements for the aim of separation of universal elements 

from the idioethnic elements being in their content.   

Its results are important for the study of the languages having 

different systems, because of paying special attention to the 

morphological, lexical, syntactical and contextual appearances, their 

functional specifications in the research, because they help to the 

formation of skills of the usage of the language methods complexly 

for the students and increasing of the skill of appropriation to the 

foreign language seriously. The materials of the dissertation can be 

used in the lectures and seminars belonging to the functional-
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semantic fields, to the semantics of language units, to the contrastive 

and confrontative typology of the languages. 

The approbation and the applying of the work: The basic 

provisions of the research have been discussed in the scientific 

seminars of the department of “Foreign Languages” at Azerbaijan 

State Pedagogical University, the scientific international and republic 

conferences. One monography of the author related to the content, 31 

articles in different scientific publications, the materials of seven 

lectures discussed in the scientific conferences has been published.  

The name of the organization where dissertation has been 

accomplished. The work of the dissertation has been accomplished 

at the department of “Foreign Languages” at Azerbaijan State 

Pedagogical University.  

The volume of the structural sections of dissertation 

separately and the general volume with the sign. The thesis 

consists of an introduction, four chapters, the conclusion, the list of 

literature and the list of abbreviations. The introduction of 

dissertation consists of 10 pages, the first chapter is 43 pages, the 

second chapter is 73 pages, the third chapter is 52 pages, the fourth 

chapter is 77 pages, the conclusion is 3 pages, the list of literature is 

38 pages and the list of abbreviations is 2 pages. Totally, the work of 

dissertation consists of 300 pages, 457 749 symbols.  
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THE BASIC CONTENT OF THE WORK 

 

The actuality of content and the usage rate of the research work 

is based, the object and the subject of research, the aim and the tasks, 

the method and ways of the research, the basic provisions giving to 

the defence are defined, the information about the scientific novelty 

of the research, the theoretical and practical importance of the work, 

the approbation and the applying of the work, the name of the 

organization where the dissertation has been accomplished, the 

volume of the structural sections of dissertation separately and the 

general volume with the symbol is given in the part of 

“Introduction” of the dissertation.  

The first chapter entitled “The field theory in grammar” 

consists of 8 sections.  

In the first chapter, the notion of field and “the approach of 

field” in linguistics are commented; the history of problem of 

semantic field is elucidated. The fields of language containing all 

methods whether conveying of this or the other meaning itself are 

usually introduced in the form of field – in the form of alignment of 

special typical language having certain configuration with the 

features belonging to it. The field structure understanding such as 

this form is related to the approach for the study of language 

according to meaning, because only the invariant meaning combines 

the constituents of the field mainly. 

The preparation of theories of notion of the fields is related to 

the researches of V.Q.Admoni3, Y.V.Guliga and Y.I.Shendels4, 

G.S.Shur5 and etc. in linguistics. The field structure is researched that 

related to the study as the feature of different typed grammatical 

appearances of the grammatical forms themselves in some sections 
                                                           
3 Адмони,  В.Г. Основы теории грамматики  / В.Г.Адмони. –  Москва– 

Ленинград: Наука, – 1964. – 104 с. 
4 Гулыга, Е.В. Грамматико-лексические поля в современном немецком языке / 

Е.В.Гулыга, Е.И.Шенделсь.  – Москва: Просвещение, – 1969. – 184 с. 
5 Щур, Г.С. Теория поля в лингвистике / Г.С.Щур.– Москва: Наука, – 1974. – 

254 c. 
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of the researches. The notion of field is defined with the existence of 

forms having the collection of certain grammatical signs from one 

side, having only some sections of these signs from the other side in 

this meaning in language. In this meaning, the field principle gives 

the opportunity to the stratifying of different grammatical meanings 

with their generalized grammatical meanings of the language 

categories, to the introducing as the complicated system allowing to 

the appearances of the border and makes possible to define the power 

of relations among separate and sometimes very small classes.  

The field being from each two types – both the field as the 

collection of general meaningful heterogeneous elements, and the 

field as the specialty of the category of forms – can be used in the 

description of the language materials, because they don’t contradict 

with each other, instead, they complete each other. For example, the 

constituents of the fields of notion consist of the categories of form 

belonging to the structure of field.  

Each feature of “the field approach” is related to the linguistic 

tradition anyway. As a rule, the last has managed without the term 

“field”, but it has noted most of the points that related to the theory 

of field, it has been busied with them. First of all, the specification of 

quality of the “field approach” consists of some principles of the 

analysis which haven’t been researched as the whole formerly and 

the concentration and systematizing of styles together, as well as, 

taking into consideration of some parts of the linguistic analysis and 

showing with details in the context of modern commentary of the 

language systems. 

The semantic system – the field problem has long term history 

in linguistics. The linguists have already discussed about the system 

character of vocabulary in the XIX century. In modern linguistics, 

the great attention is paid to the study of the system attitudes of 

words in the lexicology of language. But the linguists define the 

essence of the semantic system of the language differently. 

According to the definition spread largely, the system is the 

collection of the opposite related elements forming certain unity. The 
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founder of the theory of semantic fields is considered A.A.Potebnja6 

and M.M.Pokrovsky7 who has given the thought about the lexical-

semantic systems and the importance of their study in the Post-Soviet 

linguistics. The Soviet linguists have done much work on the 

preparation of the theory of study of the lexicology systematically. 

And the role by A.V.Bondarko is great especially in the preparation 

of the functional-semantic field theory. According to his theory, “the 

functional-semantic field is characterized with some features, as well 

as, the existing of general invariant semantic functions in the units 

arranging the field, with the opposite relation of homogeneous and 

heterogeneous elements, or rather the elements belonging to different 

levels, and also with the structure considering the decomposition to 

the nuclear and periphery” 8. The study of the functional-semantic 

fields gives the opportunity to the applying of complex approach to 

the units of different language levels, to the emerging of their 

opposite relation and the character of activity. 

The semasiological and onomasilogical approaches applied in 

the functional grammar are explained in the II section of the first 

chapter. 

As the linguistic science, the grammar studies the form and 

content, structure and activity of the grammatical unit and categories. 

The complex nature of the grammatical unit and categories has 

caused to different approach of them by depending on the goal of 

study. These different approaches have also been basic for the 

classification of the grammatical types (formal and semantic, statistic 

and dynamic, linguistic grammar and communicative grammar). 

The first confrontation is based on two possible approaches in 

the study of the grammatical form and grammatical meaning – from 

                                                           
6 Потебня, А.А. Из записок по русской грамматике: [в 4 томах] / А.А.Потебня. –

Москва: Учпедгиз, – т. 1-2. –1958. – 536 c. ; – Mосква: Просвещение, – т. 3. – 1968. 

– 552 c.; –Москва: Просвещение,– т. 4. – 1977. –  406 c. 
7 Покровский, М.М. Избранные работы по языкознанию / М.М.Покровский. – 

Москва, Изд-во Академии наук СССР, –1959. –382 c. 
8 Бондарко, А.В. Вид и время русского глагола (значение и употребление) / 

А.В.Бондарко. – Москва: Просвещение, – 1971. –239 c. 
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form to meaning and from meaning to form. These two grammatical 

approaches are called onomasiological (structural-semantic, formal) 

and semasiological (semantic-structural, semantic) approaches. 

The functional grammar considers certain role of the approach 

of “toward from semantics to its expressive means” as the main 

introductory position conditioning the creation of grammar. At the 

same time, it enforces different directed action from semantics to 

form and from form to semantics (from function to means and from 

means to functions) on the frame of the basic position at different 

levels of analysis. Thus, in the case of playing a leading role of the 

direction from semantics to its expressive means (the description of 

grammatical structure – the groups of functional-semantic field is 

considered on the principle of “semantics”), we base to the principle 

of synthesis of each two directions of grammatical description. 

The traditional grammar is characterized with the direction of 

the research from form to semantics. It is not only excluded the 

functional aspect on it, but also this grammar studies the meaning 

and functions of forms, their classes and these grammatical 

categories represented in these classes by basing to this form and 

answering the question of  “how have the grammatical units (forms 

and constructions) been set?”. That’s why I think that it wouldn’t be 

completely true to call the traditional grammar such as the formal 

grammar with its systematic-structural and functional aspects, though 

the formal aspect plays an important role on it. This grammar is 

differential-leveling basics and monosystematic. 

The categorical situation also reflects two-sided character of 

the language manifestations studying as the functional-semantic 

field. It is about the structures of content being in unity with its 

formal expression in the utterance. Not only the structures of content 

attached to any of the grammatical form (time, moods and etc.), but 

also the structures of content related with different means of 

utterance are analyzed. “The categorical situations dominating in the 

content of utterance can be related with the names of types of 
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utterance for the signs of main content on them in some situations”9. 

For example, the sentences (utterances) expressing the existence, 

possessiveness, qualitativeness, comparativeness and etc. 

The potential and resultative aspects on the notion of function 

are commented and differed from each other in the III section. The 

function on the potential aspect (Fp) is the skill to express appropriate 

activity and accomplish certain duty which is peculiar to this or the 

other unit in the language system. The function on the resultative 

aspect (Fr) is certain duty as the result of activity of certain unit in the 

opposite relation with its coverage, it means as the aim achieved in 

the speech. These aspects of the notion of function are important to 

comprehend the essence of the function and it helps to percieve the 

issues as the relations among the forms of existence of functions, 

function and activity more deeply in the unity of language and 

speech. The aspects of the notion of function analyzing in the model 

of our functional grammar are related with the notions of functional-

semantic field and categorical situation in the opposite form. 

The attitudes between Fp and Fr are versatile. From one side, 

they are the attitudes of probability and reality in the frame of 

general purposeful comment of function, from the other side, they 

are the attitudes of causation and its result. 

The concrete utterances, of course, aren’t for expressing the 

semantic categories. They have directed to express the meaning of 

speech. But the expression of concrete meanings is regulated with 

certain constants – semantic categories performing on this or the 

other variants. For example, there are semantic categories as 

modality (in one of the variants of expressing the endurance), 

temporality (in this case, in the variant of actual present tense which 

the expression of endurance is belonging to here, in the combination 

of future tense with the implicit temporal perspective belonging to 

the content of the desired one – “evdə olmaq”), aspectuality (in the 

                                                           
9 Теория функциональной грамматики. Введение. Аспектуальность. Времен-

ная локализованность. Таксис. / Отв .ред. А.В.Бондарко. –Ленинград: Наука,–

1987. – c.12. 
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variant of situation as “arzusunda olmaq”), the localization of 

concrete time, personality (in the variant of expression of endurance 

belonging to speaker), type (in the variant of activity), locativity (in 

the variant of last station of direction and supposed action)  in the 

meaning of utterance : Mən evə [getmək] istəyirəm. Thus, the 

semantic categories have such forms of existence in their variability 

that, this form is related to the real processes of activity of thinking-

speech.  

In the IV section, the functional-semantic field is researhed as 

the system.  

The sign of completeness is belonged to each system. This sign 

is characterized  the content of the field based to certain semantic 

category in the functional-semantic fields. About the formal 

expression means, it must be noted the collection of them is deprived 

from the completeness, because they are belonged to different 

language levels and they are different according to their structure. It 

is advisable to compare the relations of system of the functional-

semantic fields and grammatic categories for revealing the 

specification of functional-semantic fields as the system visually.  

The grammatical categories are characterized with the degree 

of high completeness and homogeneity in the plan of content as the 

system of grammemes. 

Differing from the gramamtical categories, the functional-

semantic field is characterized by the possibility of appearances 

allowing to speak about the completeness as one system in the plan 

of expression and non-existence of the signs of homogeneity and 

only relative (weakened, limited) completeness of versatility of the 

plan of content. In the same time, it is not true to look to the 

functional-semantic fields only at the aspect of “the diminuation of 

system”. It is needed to pay attention to the signs of “strong” system 

of the functional-semantic fields. Firstly, it is about the functional 

completeness of field. The functional-semantic field surrounds all 

spheres of function basing to certain semantic category. For example, 

the field of temporality surrounds all spheres of temporal attitudes, 

including the attitudes (complete or incomplete) being in the ranges 
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of grammatical tense forms. For example, the attitudes of near – far 

past or future tense are such as them which they are related to these 

types of signs только что “just now, a while ago” – давно “long 

ago”, вот-вот “just” (belonging to future tense), скоро  – “soon”, 

сейчас – “now”, нескоро – “not soon”, через много лет – “after 

many years”. Differing from the functional-semantic fields, the 

imcompleteness of the functional sphere is characteristics which the 

components of certain unity for grammatical categories covered it: 

each of the grammatical category only surrounds these meanings that 

they are relevent for the forms of certain system.  

The sign of the second “strong” system of the functional-

semantic field is non-existing of restrictions in terms of character and 

type of the formal methods covered by this field, it means that it is 

formal limitlessness. The semantic category arranging the base of 

certain unity can be expressed by arbitrary methods (morphological, 

syntactic, derivational, lexical) and the arbitrary combinations of 

them. There can be the methods consisting of discrete and non-

discrete, explicit and implicit, direct and indirect methods, the 

language methods in the real meaning of word and the combinations 

of language methods and the elements of speech situation among the 

expressive means of semantics of the field. In this respect, the 

functional-semantic field differs from the grammatical categories 

characterizing by strict limitation not only from the part of content, 

but also from the part of formal expression incisively.  

In the V section, the groupings of the main functional-semantic 

fields are presented: 

1) The predicative nuclear functional-semantic fields. The 

followings include to this grouping: a) the complex of fields 

including the aspectual and aspectual-temporal attitudes there; b) 

temporality, modality, existence; c) the complex of fields connecting 

the predicativity with the subjectivity and objectivity: personality, 

type (activity, passivity, reflexivity, transitivity / intransitivity; 2) 

subject-object (predicate-subject and predicate-object) nuclear 

functional-semantic fields: subjectivity, objectivity, the 

communicative perspective of utterance (it looks through related to 
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the attitudes of subject-predicate); the definite and indefinite form 

joins to this grouping characterizing with the sphere of large relations 

with the fields belonging to the other groupings according to some 

signs; 3) quality-quantity nuclear functional-semantic fields: 

qualitativity, quantitavity, comarativity; the possessivity joins to this 

group inclining to the attributive attitudes from one side (and 

according to this, relating to the characteristics of quality of the 

substances partially), from the other side inclining to the predicative 

attitudes; 4) adverbial nuclear functional-semantic fields: locativity, 

the complex of fields of conditionality (the fields of cause, aim, 

condition, concession, result); the field of conditionality has 

combined by the sign of adverbial characteristics of predicative with 

locativity, but according to other signs, the conditionality touching to 

the field of attitudes between predicates deeply and the 

characteristics of place of utterance are different semantic spheres.  

The groupings of functional-semantic fields having the 

components similar the showings exist in different languages. In the 

same time, the languages differ from each other according to the 

belonging to different structural types of fields, the importance of 

separate fields partially in general system, the configurations of 

thyem, as well as the features of opposite relations. 

The totality of the functional-semantic fields as the unit whole 

can be researched by referencing to the units and categories of only 

one certain language. If the issue of studying the complex of 

functional-semantic fields is known basic, in this case, it is needed to 

differ two levels of analysis: “the description of groupings of 

functional-semantic fields for research in the chosen language; only 

the attracting of information of the languages which the material (the 

other structural type of functional-semantic fields and etc.) 

arranging the contradiction has been introduced. The second stage 

expresses the contrastive “background” concerning to the dominant 

of system of the description”10. 

                                                           
10 Westermann, D. A Study of the Ewe Language / D.A.Westermann. Translated  

by  A.L.Bickford-Smith / – London: Oxford University Press, – 1930. – 258 p. 
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The VI section deals with the main types of functional-

semantic fields. It is possible to divide two main types of these fields: 

monocentric and polycentric. The specification of monocentric type 

has been expressed in the structure of complete grammatical nuclear 

functional-semantic fields more clearly. The polycentric fields are 

characterized with the separation of each of them to several fields 

having the central and peripherical components. Let’s show several 

samples according to polycentric functional-semantic fields. From 

one side, the attributive center combining the possessive pronuon 

constructions, adjective constructions, case formed constructions of 

nouns (compare: мой дом ‘mənim evim’ (my home), отцовский 

дом ‘ata evi’ (father home), дом отца ‘atanın evi’ (father’s home)), 

from the other side, the predicative center which is represented by 

the possessive predicates in the typical constructions as у меня 

есть…‘məndə ... vardır’ (I have), я имею…‘mənim ... var(ım)dır. (I 

have)’, в моем распоряжении имеется…‘mənim ixtiyarımda ... 

vardır’ (I have) and etc. in the Russian language are distinguished in 

the field of possessivity. The attributive and predicative possessivity 

is different types of possessive functions conditioning the various 

types of language methods, too. The polycentric (bicentric) structure 

of that field arises from here, too. 

If the monocentric fields are arranged in the unity with the 

surrounding of the system on the basis of one introductory system, 

the polycentric fields consist of the combination of several (two, 

three and more) introductory grammatical and lexical-grammatical 

system performing in the combination of each other with the 

surrounding of themselves, in other word, the polycentric field is 

several special “system-surrounding” complex combined in more 

general system. 

In the VII section, the field of functional-semantic multiplicity 

is commented. The multiplicity of situations is realized as the totality 

of two meanings – the meanings of “minority” and “multiplicity” 

which their semantic sign is related to each other. One of these 

meanings joins to the meanings of predicative lexemes, mainly to the 

meanings of verbal lexemes combining with that semantic sign. In 
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this time it is important to note that, the meaning of the sign of 

multiplicity is belonged to not only the meaning of verbal lexeme, but 

also to the situation expressing in sentence. The sign of multiplicity is 

related to the appropriate functional-semantic field. The filed of 

functional-semantic multiplicity consists of these components 

principally: 1) the groups of conception combining with the 

meanings of the sign of multiplicity of verbs, more exactly, 

predicates; 2) the words and word combinations combining with the 

groups of conception expressing the meanings of the sign of 

multiplicity lexically (directly and indirectly) and forming the first 

component of functional-semantic field of verbs in the sentence 

accordingly; 3) the grammatical categories intended for expressing 

the meanings of that semantic sign specially and / or the grammatical 

categories expressing these meanings occasionally, as well as 

arbitrary grammatical methods using for expressing the meanings of 

that syntactic sign in this or the other degree; 4) the elements 

providing the reading of the verb form of context in once or many 

times out of sentence. 

The first two of these four components of the field of 

functional-semantic multiplicity, no doubt, are universal. Anyway, 

the languages not having the verbs combining with the meanings of 

multiplicity, as well as, the words or word combinations expressing 

the meaning of this sign lexically are unknown to us, yet. Related to 

the last two components of functional-semantic field, it is needed to 

note that, they are not universal apparently, because the existence of 

tne language having none of the grammatical method for the 

expression of the meaning of multiplicity is possible principally11. 

The extensive commentary of each of these components is presented 

on the basis of the concrete samples in the dissertation. For example, 

the verbs combining with the meanings of sign of the multiplicity, 

stopping or starting again for their nature, expressing the actions 

                                                           
11 Теория функциональной грамматики. Введение. Аспектуальность. Времен-

ная локализованность.   Таксис / отв. ред. А.В.Бондарко. – Ленинград: Наука, 

– 1987. –  c.127. 
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quantified (localized in time) are belonged to the first component, the 

adverbs expressing the meaning of periodicity, interval, usuality, 

complexity. The analysis of all four components of the functional-

semantic multiplex field shows that, all possible methods (lexical, 

grammatical, contextual) including to the functional-semantic field 

participate in the expression of meaning of situation multiplicity, but 

it doesn’t arrange whole system.   

 In the VIII section, the quality is researched as the functional-

semantic field. The category of quality is the universal logical 

category as the category of quantity related to it. While learning the 

deviations of it in different languages, the authors conserve “the 

generality of semantic function of elements influencing of the 

different language levels to each other oppositingly, appropriate 

linguistic “functional-semantic category”12 considering the existing 

of intelligible semantic invariant in differential semantic signs of 

these elements” as the criterion of separation. 

The interest to the semantics of quality is explained with the 

reflection of quality points belonging to different typed real-things, 

actions, signs and appropriate notions differently in the languages. 

We understand the notion of “quantitativity” as wider notion than the 

notion of “quality” related to not only the actions and signs, but also 

the things more often. But even we only explain the notification of 

the quality of them while we dealing with the characteristics of the 

quality of things. For example, while speaking about the typical 

combinations as ‘iki ev’ in the Azerbaijani language, ‘два дома’in 

the Russian language, ‘two houses’ in the English language, if it is 

possible to say the expressing of the quality of the things as the 

special situation of the quality, we can say the expressing of 

quantitativity (volume, measure, .....), not the quality of the things in 

the typical words such as ‘kiçik ev, evcik’ in the Azerbaijani 

language, ‘маленький дом, домик’ in the Russian language, ‘small 

house’ in the English language or ‘böyük ev’ in the Azerbaijani 

                                                           
12 Бондарко, А.В.  Русский глагол / А.В.Бондарко, Л.Л.Буланин. –  Ленинград: 

Просвещение, –1967. – 190 c. 
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language, ‘большой дом, домище’in the Russian language and ‘big 

house’ in the English language. 

The expression of the quantitativity is related to the expressing 

of different leveled  methods. In this time, the context clarifing this 

or the other quality meaning, disappearing of one meaning and the 

expressing of the other meaning plays a great role. Besides, some 

language units get the meaning of quality during the combination of 

other units only in the context. 

 The notions related to the field of theory, functional-semantic 

theory, including the field of functional-semantic multiplicity are 

clarified completely, the approaches “from semantics” and “from 

form” are commented at the functional grammar in this chapter. 

These notions accepted in linguistics yet and the comments 

expressed to them in here give the opportunity to analyze the 

multiplicative, distributive and iterative pluralities being the essence 

of this research from all of the features on the surface of the field 

theory. The material analyzed in this chapter  gives the base to 

consider as that, the difference in the plan of expression of 

quantitativity is related with the difference being in their types – in 

the exceptional syntheticism and exceptional analytics more. Thus, 

there is the base to say being identic of the content of functional-

semantic category of quantitativity in different languages, depending 

of the expressive plan on the general structural type of language. 

“The plurality of multiplicative situations” is researched in 

the II chapter consisting of 9 section of dissertation. Two semantic 

features are belonged to the multiplicative plurality. One of these 

features consists of this that, the same participants exist in each of the 

situations including to the multiplicative plurality. For example, the 

plurality of multiplicative situations expressed in the Russian 

sentence “Сосед несколько минут стучал в дверь” consists of the 

situations as “Сосед стукнул в дверь” ‘Qonşu qapını 

tıqqıldatdı’(The neighbour knocked the door), in other words, the 

same neighbour  (сосед) and the same door (дверь) participates in all 

situations. For the cause of its clarity, the feature of multiplicity 

always stays under the shadow. 
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The other semantic feature of multiplicative plurality is being 

monotemporal of it. In other words, the situations including to the 

plurality of multiplicity surrounds the temporary of time being able to 

short or fast as much as possible, being continuous actually. The 

adverbial modifiers expressing the unlimited/ limited duration which 

can be used alternatively in the same sentence expressed by the 

multiplicity of situations also prove this idea. Compare: rus. Ребенок 

кашлял долго /одну минуту / целый день / всю ночь / несколько 

недель / два года ‘Uşaq uzun müddət / bir dəqiqə / bütün gün / 

bütün gecə / bir neçə həftə / iki il öskürdü’ (The child coughed for a 

long time / one minute / all day / all evening / for a few weeks / two 

years); Сосед недолго / несколько минут / полчаса / весь день 

стучал в дверь ‘Qonşu qapını çox döymədi/ bir neçə dəqiqə / yarım 

saat / bütün gün döydü’ (The neighbour didn’t knock  the door more / 

a few minutes / half an hour / all day). Thus, this type of the 

multiplicity of situations can be commented as: 

“The repetition of situations of mult [P (X, Y,…, Z)]= P (X, 

Y,..., Z) happens many times; the same collections of actants in all 

repeated situations are introduced; the repetition happens in the 

duration of  T time (the time of speech or the time where the starting 

point can be entered)”13. 

Mainly, this meaning expresses with the verbs called as multi–

acted, multiphases, multiplicative, iterative traditionally in different 

languages. We prefer to call them as the multiplicative verbs or only 

as multiplicatives. “The various acts repeated unlimitedly or the 

actions disintegrated to quantum” express the multiplicative verbs. 

Let’s clarify this definition by explaning them as considering of the 

typical verbs expressing the concrete physical actions accepted by 

the sensible organs of the human here or not increasing actions 

(качать ‘yırğalamaq, yellətmək’, крякать ‘vaqqıldamaq’, мигать 

‘göz qırpmaq; kirpik çalmaq; göz vurmaq; titrəmək’, скрипеть 

‘cırıldamaq’), and being of them as the verbs showing the voice–light 

                                                           
13 Typology of iterative constructions (edited by V.S. Khrakovsky) / LINCOM 

studies in theoretical linguistics  / – München: Lincom Europa, – 2000. –p.25. 
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description most of them or being able to characterize as figurative 

(булькать ‘quruldamaq, qur-qur ilə axmaq’, громыхать 

‘guruldamaq)’, звякать ‘cingildəmək’, мерцать ‘titrəmək, 

sayrışmaq’). They heve the specific formal features in whether 

phonetic or morphological structure. And it has chosen as the basic 

for the differing of them in the descriptive grammars of different 

languages. There is the relation among the verbs expressing the 

actions realized one time formally and semantically with the typical 

multiphased verbs as “бодать ‘buynuzlamaq’”: бодать – бод-

нуть. The verb “боднуть” can be imagined as the phase of the verb 

“бодать” expressing the complex, multiphased action separately in 

its meaning. Such kind of verbs are usually called as disposable 

verbs14. We prefer to call them as semelcative verbs or only 

semelfactives. 

According to derivation, the lexical (non–derivative) 

multiplicatives / semelfactives which their multiplicative/ 

semelfactive meaning are expressed by the lexeme are differentiated 

with the grammatical multiplicatives / semelfactives which their 

multiplicative / semelfactive meanings are expressed by the 

grammatical (derivational) elements. 

The lexical multiplicatives are researched in the I section of 

the II chapter. One of the universal features of these multiplicatives 

(and semelfactives) is that, they are the words expressing sound 

imitation mainly, it means that they are ideophone verbs. In other 

words, relative stable, instinctive, phonetic (primary) motivated 

relation is peculiar to them among the phonemes of the word and the 

sign based on the object – the nomination of denotation15. It is 

confirmed that, the multiplicatives and semelfactives are motivated 

whether from the acustic feature ( the phonemic component of the 

word reflects some acustic characteristics of soundings expressed by 

                                                           
14 Исаченко, А.В. Грамматический строй русского языка в сопоставлении со 

словацким. Ч. 2 / А.В.Исаченко. ‒ Братислава: Словацкая Академия Наук, 

‒1960. ‒ с.253 
15 Воронин, С.В. Основы фоносемантики: / Автореферат диссертации ... док-

тора филологических наук / – Ленинград,1982. –  с.8-9, 36. 
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the words) or the articulatory aspect ( the phonemic component of 

the word reflects the structure of articulation of the described 

processes). The multiplicatives (semelfactives) are expressed by the 

lexical way differently and have various semantic signs in different 

languages. For example, the semantic signs being the same for the 

lexical multiplicatives (куйӽи-‘öskürmək’, чаӄух-‘çeynəmək’,чмат-

'yoğurmaq', ичах-‘damcılamaq’, агих-‘daramaq’) mainly for the 

verbs having the morphological indicators of multiplicative are 

characterized in the Aleut language16. The lexical multiplicatives 

describe such (complete) repeated situations in Jamali language that, 

each next different situation starts after the ending of the previous 

situation directly; the collection of such different situations create 

certain special unity (for example, can be iterated): manaLaRubub 

adamaqi ḶidiḶu uw diču tunkitunkideda ‘gedən adamlara mənim-

baxmağım-üçün o, məni dürtmələyir’ (compare: tunkidi ‘itələmək, 

dürtmələmək’(bir dəfə); denni ḳazi xo‘ar‘ideda ‘mən yaylıq 

yelləyirəm’ (compare: xo‘idi ‘yellətmək (bir dəfə)17. (Non–

derivative) verbs (mainly the decriptive verbs) and the repetitive, 

durative, usitative adverbials, as well as, participles as the depended 

predicates in the predicate actant constructions are belonged to 

sphere of the lexical means of expression of the multiplicity of 

situations in the Turkic languages. Mainly the lexical multiplicatives 

are the verbs expressing the sound imitation in the Turkic languages. 

These verbs are divided into three groups: 1) the verbs which the 

multiplicativity includes to the lexical meaning of the root (base), 2) 

the verbs which the multiplicativity are expressed by the affixes in 

the model of word–formation, 3) the compound verbs appearing by the 

all-Turkish model – the auxiliary verb model as the meaning of 

reduplicated descriptive word + “etmək” (and also “demək” in the 

                                                           
16 Bergsland, K. Atkan Aleut School Grammar / K.Bergsland, M.Dirks. – Rural 

Education. University of Alaska, – Anchorage: National Bilingual Development 

Center, – 1981. – p.90-91.                           
17 Кибрик, А.Е. Материалы к типологии эргативности. Чамалинский язык // 

Предварительные публикации Института русского языка АН СССР. Вып.130, 

‒Москва: Изд-во Академии Наук СССР, ‒1980.‒ c.114-123. 
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languages of Tofalar or Karagas). The reduplication of the descriptive 

word can be accompanied with the phonetic changabilities – the 

variations of vowel, with the implicating of spreading consonant in the 

second component: uzb. вағир-вуғур қил- ‘səs-küy salmaq’, tat. ыгы-

зыгы кыл ‘vurnuxmaq’, tof. hымыр-hымырт кын- ‘mürgüləmək’, 

azerb. tak-tuk et-, turk. şarap-şurup et-, kum. тапур-тупур ет- ‘səs-

küy salmaq. The multiplicative actions are expressed by a) the multi–

acted verbs, b) undirected action verbs and c) the verbs expressing the 

stopped-long-term action in the Slavic languages. All of them are 

performed at incomplete manner. The verbal predicates are divided into 

the quantified predicates and unquantified predicates in the Arabian 

literary language. There are no multiplicative and semelfactive verbal 

lexemes that can be differed formally in this language. Each two 

meanings are expressed by the same lexeme as lawwaḥa ‘yelləmək’, 

daqqa ‘taqqıldatmaq’, ṣarafa ‘cırıldamaq’ called multiplicative 

conditionally. The verbs as dandana ‘zümzümə etmək, mızıldamamq’, 

damdama ‘donquldamaq’, qahkaha ‘qəhqəhə ilə gülmək’ consisting of 

consonant digraphed nucleus which their roots can be reduplicated 

formally among the multiplicative verbs.  

The multiplicative verbs express the concrete physical avtions 

perceived by the feeling members of the human directly. Many of them 

can be characterized as the reluctant verbs, too. These actions are the 

activities having the homogeneous inner structure and not indicating the 

limit coincided to themselves in any existed time.  

The materials of the other researched languages confirm the 

existing universal of the multiplicatives and semelfactives againm too. 

And according to their origins of lexical multiplicatives, the main 

universal feature is the existing of words expressing sound imitation 

mainly, as well as, ideophone verbs.  

In the second section, the semelfactives as the (micro) ring of the 

chain of (micro) situations creating the multiplicative type of the 

plurality of situations are researched. There are also non–derivative 

verbs expressing both the multiplicative, and the semelfactive meaning 

in different languages. For example: ing. kick ‘vurmaq’ (bir dəfə və ya 

bir neçə dəfə; compare: rus. ударить / ударять), vyet. gật (đầu) ‘başı 
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ilə göstərmək’ (bir dəfə və ya bir neçə dəfə; compare: rus. кивнуть / 

кивать). The multiplicative and semelfactive meanings are not equal in 

such verbs usually belonging to the lexical multiplicatives in grammars. 

The multiplicative meaning usually has superior right. It is possible to 

see these verbs in the expressing of the bilingual dictionaries – English–

Russian, French–Russian and the other dictionaries, especially. The 

Russian multiplicative verbs as кивать (‘başı ilə göstərmək’ – 

dəfələrlə), мигать (‘göz qırpmaq’ – dəfələrlə) performs such as the 

equivalent of their translation in these dictionaries. According to another 

view, the semelfactive meaning is belonged to these verbs only in some 

tense forms. There are the typical verbs as туга-ку (‘(yumruğu ilə) 

vurdu’) in the Aleut language18. It seems that, such verbs must be 

appreciated as the semelfactives. In the Ewe language, the verb has 

the semelfactive meaning without special adverbials in the aorist: Ga 

di ‘Zəng çaldı’, Ekpekpe ‘O öskürdü’, Avu wo19 ‘İt hürdü’. The 

derivative verbs formed on the all-Turkish model as “the auxiliary 

meaningful verb as non-reduplicated descriptive word + “etmək” 

/“demək” are belonged to the semelfactives in the Turkish 

languages: turk. de-, söyle- (hav de- /söyle-)20, tat. ит-, кыл- (лəн 

ит-), uzb. эт-, қил- (вов қил-), tof. кыл-, кылын- ~ кын-,дэ- (ан дэ-) 

azerb. et-, de-, söylə- (ham et- / de). Non-derivative verbs can be 

polysemantic and can be related to whether one situation separately 

or the multiplicity of situations out of context. The expressing of one 

situation or the multiplicity of situations of the verb is only clarified 

during the analysis of sentence on the process of semantic 

explanation. In the Hausa language, the multiplicative verbs have the 

                                                           
18 Головко, Е.В.. Система времен в алеутском языке // Лингвистические 

исследования. Языковые единицы в синхронии и диахронии. – Москва: 

Наука, – 1982. – с.34-41. 
19 Агбоджо, К.О. Выражение множественности действий в языке эве / О.К. 

Агбоджо, В.П.Литвинов // Типология итеративных конструкций. – Ленин-

град: Наука, – 1989.  – с.107. 
20 Гаджиев, Э.Н. Аспектуальность – важнейший категориальный признак ку-

мыкского глагола   (сравнительно с турецким): / Диссертация ... доктора фи-

лологических наук / – Махачкала, 2006. – 300 с. 

https://ru.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D0%9C%D0%B5%D0%B6%D0%B4%D1%83%D0%BD%D0%B0%D1%80%D0%BE%D0%B4%D0%BD%D1%8B%D0%B9_%D1%84%D0%BE%D0%BD%D0%B5%D1%82%D0%B8%D1%87%D0%B5%D1%81%D0%BA%D0%B8%D0%B9_%D0%B0%D0%BB%D1%84%D0%B0%D0%B2%D0%B8%D1%82
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semelfactive meaning in the Perfect: Doki ya kaɖa  wutsiya ‘At 

quyruğunu oynatdı’. Ya ɖauki alkalami ya buga tebur...21 ‘O, 

karandaşı götürdü və stola vurdu’. In the Arabian languages, the 

verbs have the semelfactive meaning in the Past Tense Form. 

Sometimes, the names as the meaning of “bir dəfə” and the marratan 

as numerative of “‘bir dəfə” performs as its exponent in the context: 

wa naqara ’alā zujāji-n-nāfiẓati naqratan / marratan22 ‘O, 

pəncərənin şüşəsini döydü’ (hərf. ‘döydü-pəncərənin şüşəsinə-bir 

taqqıltı / bir dəfə’). Generally, the verbs perform in the multiplicative 

meaning more oftenly than the semelfactive meaning in the past 

tense form. The analogical situation is also characteristic for the 

future tense form: sayaktubu ‘o yazar / yazacaq’ (synthetic variant; in 

the same meaning saufa yaktubu – analytic variant). The construction 

of “give/take + the verbal noun consisting of indefinite article, 

created by certain multiplicative” performs as the expressive means 

of semelfactive meaning in the English language: to give a kick 

‘itələmək’, to give a cough ‘öskürmək’. The analogical construction 

has the delimitative meaning, as a rule, with the verb “have”: to 

have a chat ‘bir qədər laqqırtı vurmaq’, to have a bite ‘qəlyanaltı 

etmək’23. The restrictions for the appearing of these constructions 

haven’t been learned, yet. The same verb can have either the 

multiplicative or the semelfactive meaning by depending on the 

context in the Indian-Urdu language: ćHi : Mk- ‘bir dəfə asqırmaq’ 

və ‘bir neçə dəfə / dəfələrlə asqırmaq’: vah hameśa : su raj ko dekH 

kar ćHi : Mkta : hä ‘O həmişə günəşi görəndə asqırır’ – ek ba : r 

                                                           
21 Смирнова, М.А. Залоговые  конструкции в языке хауса // Залоговые конст-

рукции в разносистемных языках.  – Ленинград: Наука, – 1981. – с.254-266. 
22 Panahi, M.A.Ways and Methods of Wordbuilding of Arabic Terms //  Al-Lisan-

al-Arabi. – Rabat: Maktab al-Da'im li-Tansiq al-Ta'rib fi al-watan al-'Arabi .– 

1971. – p.11–13. 
23 Wierzbicka, A. Why can you have a drink when you can’t have an eat? // 

Language.  Vol. 58, № 4. Washington.  –1982.  – p.758-759. 
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pHir : ćHi : Mk kar vah patra ko  paRHne  laga:24 ‘O, bir də asqırıb 

qəzet oxumağa başladı’. 

The materials researched from the other languages show that, 

the semelfactives are created from both the transitive and intransitive 

verbs from the formal-syntactic point of view. From the point of 

view of derivation, they have both the lexical (non-derivative) and 

grammatical (derivative) expressive means. The ambiguity of the 

verbal lexemes (disposability / reusability) form by both the 

grammatical and contextual methods.  

In the third section, the grammatical forms of multiplicatives 

are analyzed. The grammatical multiplicatives are created from the 

lexical multiplicatives, in some situations, from the verbs expressing 

the semelfactive meaning by depending on the context with the help 

of affixation and reduplications. In this case, the main appointment of 

derivation is the elimination of ambiguity in the first verbs. The three 

types of reduplications are distinguished from the morphological feature 

in the Chamali lsnguage. In this time, only one typical reduplication is 

possible for every verb base. The phonological structure of verb base 

influences to the chosing of the type of reduplication. The important 

feature of the verb is the non-existing of  conformity among the type of 

reduplication and the meaning of reduplicated verb in this language: any 

of the meaning can be expressed by the help of any type of 

reduplication, the chosing of this or the other type is defined only with 

the individual features (not with the semantic features) of verbal lexeme. 

The different meanings of multiplicity from the semantic feature aren’t 

compared with each other from the morphological feature: from the 

linguistic point of view, only one morphological confrontation and only 

one semantic confrontation (simple [one by one] situation ~ more 

[repeated] situation) is relevant. The reduplication of participle endded 

with -а/-э-/-ə və ya -n/-б (-p/-b) is expressed as the grammatical 

expressive means of multiplicative in the Turkic languages. They are 

appeared by two types of lexical multiplicatives. The reduplicated 

                                                           
24 Липеровский, В.П. Глагол в языке хинди  / В.П.Липеровский.  ‒ Москва: 

Наука, ‒ 1984. ‒ 229 с. 
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participles show the multiplicity of situations accompanying the main 

action expressed with the finite verbs. As the latters, the action, process, 

speaking semantical unlimited verbs are usually performed. The usage 

of the reduplicated form of participle endded with -а/-э/-ə isn’t related 

with certain tense form of the notional verb practically: uzb. Сўнгра 

қизиқ бир хиқояни кула-кула айта бошлади ‘Sonra o gülə-gülə gül-

məli bir əhvalat danışmağa başladı’. This meaning is expressed with the 

non-reduplicated form of -ib4 və ya -dıqca4 affixed participle in the 

Azerbaijani language: Qırat ayaqlarını yerə döyüb kişnəyirdi. The 

combinations of manner consisting of the participle and meaningful or 

auxiliary verb are also expressed the multiplicativity in this language. 

The verbs are divided among ten morphological classes serving to the 

expression of causativity, reflexivity, reciprocity, connotativity and the 

other meanings in the Arabian literal language. “They are expressed 

with the help of suffixes as -ill-,  -ot-, -onn-, -in-   in the combined form 

of the multiplicative meaning with the attenuative meaning 

grammatically in the French language (sautiller  ‘hoppanmaq, atılıb 

düşmək’, chantonner ‘zümzümə etmək’. Most of the grammatical 

multiplicatives are created from the lexical multiplicatives (tousser  

toussoter)”25. The grammatical multiplicatives are the reduplicated 

verbs formed by the introductory verbs having the semelfactive meaning 

before everything in the Indonesian language.26: menyambar ‘vurmaq 

(bir dəfə)’  menyambar-nyambar ‘vurmaq (dəfələrlə)’, berteriak 

‘qışqırmaq (bir dəfə)’  berteriak-teriak ‘qışqırmaq ‘dəfələrlə’. The 

reduplication is the marginal method of special meanings of the 

plurality of situations in the Khmer language27. The reduplication of 

verb is possible during the expression of multiplicative meanings: 

                                                           
25 Люшинская, Е.Х. Функционально-семантическое поле кратности глаголь-

ного действия в современном французском языке: / Автореферат диссертации 

…кандидата филологических наук / ‒ Москва, 1977. ‒ c.16. 
26 Aгус, Салим. Редупликация и квантитативное значение в индонезийском 

языке // Функциональное и типологическое направления в грамм.-ке и их 

использование в преподав. теоретич. дисциплин в вузе.–Вологда:–1986. – с.4. 
27 Спатарь, Н.М. Выражение множественности действий в кхмерском языке // 

Типология итеративных конструкций. – Ленинград: Наука, – 1989. – с.224. 
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кхньум Теир дау Теир мак тэ рак мин гхеинь канлэнг Тэл кхньум 

тру:вка:р ‘Mən ora-bura getdim, amma lazım olan şöbəni (mağazada) 

tapmadım’. 

The alternative, duplicative, sepetive, raritive and delimitative 

types of plurality of the multiplicative situations are analyzed in the 

other sections of the II chapter. 

The analysis shows that, the types of multiplicatives have been 

represented differently in the languages. The semelfactive and 

alternative (except the semelfactive in the Chamali language) exist in all 

researched languages. The duplicative and sepetive have been defined 

most of them. It the universal feature of the languages. The raritive and 

delimitative aren’t characteristics most of those languages. Certain 

meanings are expressed with descriptive way in the languages that 

haven’t got these types.  

The genetic relationship of the languages isn’t basic for the 

representation of the forms of mulpiplicatives in the same way in all of 

them. For example, in case of existing all types of multiplicatives in all 

researched Turkic languages, not all of these types of it have been 

represented in some of the Slavic languages.  

According to the multiplicative expressive means, they are similar 

in all languages. There are both the grammatical and lexical 

multiplicatives in the great part of the languages. 

Thus, this or the other form of multiplicativity exist in all 

languages. it is complete (full) universal. This sign is incomplete 

(relative) universal because the types of multiplicative pluralities are not 

represented in all languages. 

The essence of distributive type of multiplicity is commented, the 

types of distributive multiplicity are researched in the 10 sections of the 

III chapter entitled as “Distributive multiplicity”.  

Two semantic features are specific for the distributive type of 

multiplicity. One of them noted in this or other form of any description 

of distributive meaning consists of this that, the collection of 

participants being the same and not being exactly the same is 

represented in each of the same microsituations including to the 

distributive multiplicity. The paradox of this thought is certainly defined 
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with this that, there is one minimum participant in each of the 

microsituations and this participant is private representative of common 

participants being general certainly for all microsituations including to 

the distributive multiplicity. Let’s explain our thought. The distributive 

multiplicity of microsituation expressed in the Russian sentence as 

Студент перечитал все эти книги ‘Tələbə bu kitabların hamısını 

oxudu’ consists of the same situations Студент читает книгу ‘Tələbə 

kitab oxuyur’28. If word student (tələbə) is the same in all situations of 

distributive multiplicity, the word books (kitablar) is different in each 

situation. The student reads the book one time, and then reads the 

other book in the next time and etc..., besides this, the word books 

(kitablar) is belonged to the same collective multiplicity, it means to 

the multiplicity of oxumaq üçün ayrılmış kitablar. 

The second feature of the microsituations including to the 

distributive multiplicity consists of this that, all of them arrange the 

same situation happening in the monotemporal time, completely. In 

fact, the time period can be short or fast as much as desired 

practically, but it is appreciated as limited lasting time. We can come 

to this result after looking through the adverbials of limited lasting 

which can be used in the same sentence that the distributive 

multiplicity of situations are expressed alternatively. Compare: rus. 

За длительное время (за минуту / за час / за неделю / за год) 

неизвестный хищник перетаскал всех наших кур ‘Uzun müddət 

ərzində (bir dəqiqə ərzində / bir saat ərzində / bir həftə ərzində / bir 

il ərzində) naməlum vəhşi heyvan bizim bütün toyuqlarımızı daşıyıb 

apardı’29. 

We can comment the distributive type of multiplicity of 

situations such as:  

                                                           
28 Теория функциональной грамматики. Введение. Аспектуальность. Времен-

ная локализованность. Таксис.  / Отв. ред. А.В.Бондарко. – Ленинград: Наука, 

– 1987.  – c.139 
29 Теория функциональной грамматики. Введение. Аспектуальность. Времен-

ная локализованность. Таксис.  / Отв. ред. А.В.Бондарко. – Ленинград: Наука, 

– 1987.  –  c.139 
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“Executing of situations Р1, Р2, ..., Рn  repeatedly that differing 

the existence any of the actant / circumstant of any situation Pi from 

one of the different representatives as x1, x2, …, xn/y1, y2, …, yn/z1, 

z2,…,zn  of the general actant/ circumstant X/Y/…/Z from the 

distributive situations such as [P ( X,Y, …, Z )] = “Р ( Х,Y, …, Z) is 

available; the repetition happens in the interval of the same time T 

(containing the period of speech or the point of any other 

starting)”30. 

The important feature of multiplicity of the distributive 

situations consists of this that, the number of situations including to 

the multiplicity coincides to the number of different representatives 

of general actant. Because of being compulsory of this cionciding, if 

we say exactly, the equality, it has three expressing possibilities 

mainly: 1) both the multiplicity of situations, and the multiplicity of 

diferent representatives of the general actant is signed, 2) only the 

multiplicity of situations is signed, 3) only the multiplicity of 

representatives of general actant is signed. All of these listed 

possibilities are realized in different languages. 

The first possibility, for example, the signing of the multiplicity 

of situations with the special verb prefix, and the signing of the 

multiplicity consisting of different representativs of the general actant 

with the plural form of the name is realized in the Russian and the 

other Slavic languages: Наши овцы за одну неделю передохли от 

какой-то неизвестной болезни ‘Qoyunlarımız bir həftə ərzində 

hansısa naməlum xəstəlikdən qırıldılar’. The collective nouns are 

used in the singular form, not in the plural form: Наш скот за одну 

неделю передох от какой-то неизвестной болезни31 ‘Mal-

qaramız bir həftə ərzində naməlum bir xəstəlikdən qırıldı’. 

The signing of the multiplicity of the second possible situations 

with the special verb suffix is realized in the Eskimo language. This 

                                                           
30 Typology of iterative constructions (edited by V.S. Khrakovsky) / LINCOM 

studies in theoretical linguistics  / – München: Lincom Europa, – 2000. – p.34. 
31 Касевич, В.Б. Конструкции с предикатными  актантами. Проблемы семан-

тики / В.Б.Касевич, В.С.Храковский // Kатегории глагола и структура предло-

жения, ‒ Ленинград: Наука, ‒ 1983. ‒ с.5–27. 
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suffix also expresses the multiplicity of the different representatives 

of general actant, and the name is used in the singular form of noun 

in the position of appropriate actant: Наҳсақ қайгыҳтақā ‘Kibriti  

[yerdən] qaldırır’ → Наҳсақ қайгыҳ-қуғ-ақā32 ‘Kibriti [yerdən] bir-

bir (=bir-birinin ardınca) qaldırır’. 

The third possibility, for example, the expressing of multiplicity 

of different representatives of the general actant with the 

reduplication of the name, sometimes, with the reduplicating by 

combined with determinatives specifically is realized in the 

Vietnamese language. The reduplication of the name also expresses 

the multiplicity of situations by substitution33: ngu’ò’i1 nàо2 ngu’ò’i3 

nầу4 кẻ5 chuyện6 đi7 bói8 lai9 cho10 chồng11 nghe12 ‘Onlardan hər 

biri1,2,3,4  ərinə10,11,12 kahinin yanına8  getdiyini7 danışırdı5,6’. 

According to derivation, the lexical (non–derivative) and 

grammatical (derivative) types of distributives are expressed. The 

lexical distributives consist of limited group of similar words for 

semantics in different languages. The grammatical distributives 

created from the introductory verbs either with affixes or with the 

help of reduplication. In fact, the affixation and reduplication doesn’t 

exclude to each other and they can be acted on in combination and 

separately in the same language. 

The Subjective distribution. The subject distributions are being 

separated regularly in the period of classification of the types of 

distributive meaning (or subtypes of distributives). If we consider the 

semantics of verbal lexemes additionally as the diagnostic sign in the 

classification of types of the distributive meaning (subtypes), in this 

case, we must divide the distribution of subject-term regularly, too 

(being general is the actant-subject). 

                                                           
32 Меновщиков, Г.А. Грамматика языка азиатских эскимосов. Ч.1. / Г.А.Ме-

новщиков. ‒ Москва–Ленинград: Изд-во Академии наук СССР, ‒1962. ‒  

с.75–81. 
33 Быстров, И.С.  Опыт классификации слов вьетнамского языка / И.С.Быст-

ров, Н.В.Станкевич // Вьетнамский лингвистический сборник. – Москва: Нау-

ка,  –1976. –  с. 89–107. 
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The expression мна : к’ мmанг ‘gah biri, gah digəri’ is 

performed as the indicator of the subject distributive meaning in the 

Khmer language: йеинг Та:к’ вен гна: дхвеи па:й мна:к’ мmанг 

мна:к’мmанг кнунг муай а: диmŭ34 ‘Biz növbə ilə hazırlayırıq: bir 

həftə birimiz, bir həftə o birimiz’. The noun of reduplicated form 

ngưòi ngưòi expresses the people that lined up, or going out from the 

door behind each other in the Vietnamese language. Such 

reduplicated noun can express the meaning of subject distributive in 

the position of subject: ngưòi1 ngưòi 2 thi3 đua4  ‘bütün1,2 insanlar1,2 

yarışırlar3,4’. 

The Objective distribution. The object distributions are also 

distinguished regularly in the classification of types of meaning of 

distributive. Approaching to this empirically by coinciding to the 

basic provisions of theoretical literature in this classification, the 

characterizing of the object distributions with the constructions 

created by the transitive or intransitive verbal lexemes (actant-

objects) is shown. The chains of verbs can create the “serial” or 

“enumerative” predicate in the Ewe language. The distribution of 

object is specific for the serial predicates having the element of keŋ 

or keŋ keŋ, vР keŋ which its meaning is used in the right position and 

expressed the last, the completeness: Lakl  le koklowo vо keŋ35 

‘Vəhşi heyvan toyuqları daşıyıb apardı’. The meaning of the object 

distribution is specific for the instant transitive expressions during 

the multiplicity of objects in the English language: I’m rather fond of 

gardening. I was busily exterminating dandelion roots when…‘Mən 

bağçılığı sevirəm. ... Mən zəncirotuların köklərini dartıb çıxarırdım’. 

This meaning is expressed by the help of the pronoun jeder ‘hər’ in 

the German language: Gewissenhaft bekreuzigte sich Matthias vor 

jedem Heiligenbild ‘Mattias vicdanla hər bir ikonanın qarşısında xaç 

çəkdi’. 

                                                           
34 Горгониев, Ю.А. Грамматика  кемерского языка /  Ю.А.Горгониев. – Моск-

ва: Наука, – 1966.  –  с.209–214.  
35 Westermann, D.H. A study of the Ewe Language / D.Westermann. Translated by 

A.L.Bickford-Smith. –London: Oxford University Press, –1930. – p.133 
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The Subjective-dispersive distribution. The general element is 

local circumstant connected by the attitude of “part-whole” with the 

actant-subject in the subject-dispersive distribution. It is possible to 

explain this meaning as the type of subject distribution being specific 

for the dsitributive verbs created from  the verbs shown the non-

agent, as a rule, instinctive, negative processes being the things and 

objects (as the types of “divar”, “tavan”, “qayıq”, “torpaq”, “qar”, 

“qum”) having certain measure of its subject in the place, mainly. In 

this case, the multiplicity of actions expressed by the distributive verb 

is performed in different parts / different places of the objects or 

things having the measure on the place in the same time and 

continueusly: yak. Сир хай-ыттала-ммыт ‘Torpaq müxtəlif 

yerlərdə çatladı’, esk. Аңйаҳпагым асиңа уки-қу-мақ ‘Gəminin altı 

bir neçə yerdən yırtıldı’. The subject dispersive is created by the 

combination of the auxiliary verbs -et, -ol with the reduplicated 

adverbials as the types of para-para, çat-çat, cadar-cadar in the 

Turkic languages: azerb. Torpaq suzuluqdan cadar-cadar olmuşdu. 

It is possible to speak about the object dispersive besides with 

the subject dispersive theoretically, but that meaning isn’t divided 

practically. It is the case that can be explained, because if this 

meaning has separated, it was needed to make possible of the 

causation of non-agent, instinctive processes in that time.  

Diversative distributions. If we consider the semantics of 

verbal lexemes additionaly in the classification of types of the 

meaning of distributives, in this case, we must separate the subject 

and object diversitives regularly, too. 

During the subject diversative, the action of different 

represantatives of general actant-subject from certain central point to 

different directions is shown specially. Additionally, consisting of 

results of the causation of the action starting from the actant-causator 

is shown during the object diversative. The most universal, 

sometimes the sole expressive means of this meaning are the 

semantical adverbials such as “hər tərəfə”, “müxtəlif tərəflərə”, 

“[hərə] öz evinə, ...öz evlərinə”, “ora-bura” performing the direction 

of action. It seems that, such kind of adverbials can be called as 
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diversative adverbials. Only such adverbials can perform as the 

indicator of the diversative meaning. For example, they express only 

this meaning whether in simple form or in the reduplicated form in 

the Ewe language. The reduplicated form is only used in the case of 

action of people to their “personal” directions: Woyi  woƒe  aƒe  me  

aƒe  me ‘Onlar öz həyətlərinə gedirlər [hər biri öz həyətinə gedir]’. 

The usage of simple from hasn’t got any limit: Kakalikawo kaka ɖe 

gogloewo me ‘Mətbəxböcəkləri künc-bucaqlara qaçışır’. The limited 

group of lexical diverstives is shown in some languages: french. se 

dispercer ‘dağılışmaq’, dispercer ‘pərən-pərən salmaq’, haus. bazu / 

baje ‘yayılmaq’, ‘dağılmaq, səpələnmək’. The grammatical 

diversatives either signed as the other distributives samely (for 

example, in the languages of aleut, chamali, eskimo) or signed 

specially (for example, in the Slavic languages) have been 

represented widely in different languages. For example, though the 

grammatical diversatives have been created with the help of 

combination of prefix раз-, or the postfix -ся with the prefix – раз 

(разо-гнать ‘dağıtmaq, pərən-pərən salmaq’, раз-вести ‘aralamaq’, 

раз-лететь-ся ‘uçub dağılışmaq’, раз-бежать-ся ‘qaçıb 

dağılışmaq’), the grammatical distributives are created by the 

prefixes of пере- (пере-бить ‘qırıb-çatmaq’) və по- (по-бросать 

‘töküb-töküşdürmək, necə gəldi atmaq’), mainly: uzb. Онам хона-

дан пашшаларни ҳайдаб чиқарди ‘Anam milçəkləri otaqdan 

qovdu’.  

Cislocative distributions. The meaning of subject cislocative is 

antonymic to the meaning of subject diversative and coinciding to 

this, the action of different representatives of general actant – subject 

from different directions to certain central point is shown in the 

sentence which the subject cislocative meaning is expressed. During 

the usage of object cislocative, being of actant-causator of instigator 

of the action is reported additionally. The semantical adverbials such 

as “hər tərəfdən”, “müxtəlif tərəflərdən”, “oradan-buradan” 

expressing the direction of action as the universal means of 

expression of this meaning are performed. We can call such 

adverbials as the cislocative adverbials. The existing of limited group 
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of the cislocatives is shown in some languages. usually, it is the 

languages where the lexical diversatives exist there: french. s’unir 

‘birləşmək’, ‘toplaşmaq’, unir ‘birləşdirmək’, ‘toplamaq’, haus. taru 

‘toplaşmaq’, tara ‘toplamaq’. The grammatical diversatives usually 

have the specific indicators differing from both the indicators of 

distributives and the indicators of diversatives. In the Russian 

language, this is the prefix of с- combining with the postfix of –ся  

(с-ходить-ся ‘toplaşmaq, yığışmaq’, с-летать-ся ‘uçuşub gəlmək; 

toplaşmaq’, со-гнать ‘bir yerə qovub yığmaq’, с-водить ‘toplamaq, 

yığmaq’). In the German language, this is the componential verbs as 

zusammen: Der Arzt packte seine Instrumente zusammen ‘Həkim öz 

alətlərini topladı’. In the Ewe language, the cislocative meaning is 

expressed with the series of action verbs as o u ‘toplaşmaq’ which 

its last place is the lexical cislocative in itself: Amedzrowo tso duwo 

me va ƒo ƒu “Qonaqlar toplaşdılar”. Three action verbs arrange the 

series in this sentence: tso ‘gəlmək (miniklə)’, va ‘gəlmək (ayaqla)’, 

ƒo ƒu ‘toplaşmaq’.  

Ambulatory distributions. The differentiation of the 

ambulatory meaning of distributive being characteristic for the action 

verbs as the diagnostic sign is regular in the classification of the 

types of meaning. The subject ambulatory shows the realization of 

the action of subject by passing from some different directions 

arranging certain common locative actant in result. The existing of 

grammatical ambulatives being the derivatives of the action verbs is 

shown in some languages. In the Russian language, for example, they 

are the verbs with the prefix о-/об- (о-бежать ‘gəzmək, dolaşmaq, 

baş vurmaq; yanından qaçıb keçmək; qaçaraq dövrə vurmaq’, об-хо-

дить ‘gəzmək, keçmək, dolanmaq, dövrə vurmaq, baş vurmaq; 

yanından keçmək’): Утром ... она босиком от одного крылечка к 

другому обежала Шибаниху ‘Səhər ... o, ayaqyalın bir artırmadan o 

birinə [gedərkən] Şibanixanın yanından qaçıb keçdi’. In this case, the 

auxiliary verb with the meaning of “çıxmaq” is used in the participle 

analytic construction ended with -п/-б (-р/-b) in the Turkic 

languages. in this time, the locative actant is performed in the plural 

form, as a rule, and it can be accompanied with the attribute of 
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“bütün”: tat. Фəрид барлык кибеmлəрне йөреп чыкmы ‘Fərid bütün 

mağazaları gəzib dolaşdı’. The meaning of “məkanda müəyyən 

məntəqələr çoxluğundan hər bir məntəqədə ardıcıllıqla olmaq” is 

expressed with the transitive verbal constructions created by the 

suffix of –i from the intransitive verbs in the Indonesian language. 

The object is expressed with the typical construction as kampong 

demi kampong “kəndbəkənd” (hərf. “kənd kəndin ardınca”) showing 

the multiplicity of all directions which the the subject of action must 

be passed: Kumasuki kampong demi kampong … “Mən kəndbəkənd 

gəzdim....” (feilin əsası – masuk  “daxil olmaq, girmək”). 

Quasidistributives. It would be true to include the meaning 

called as “quasidistributive” to the semantic zone of special 

distributive meanings. We can speak about this meaning really in the 

cases of existing of one subject or object of all actant – maybe 

consisting of different parts and in this time the touching of this 

actant of all other multiplicity of the repeated actions, to the part of 

actant of each of them from the repeated actions to all parts of this 

actant. The main volume of grammatical quasidistributives is created 

from the introductory verbs that the components include to the 

explanation of them “hissələrə böl(ün)mək”, “hissə-hissə nə iləsə 

örtülmək”, “hissə-hissə (hissələrin ardıcıllığı ilə) nəyinsə üzərində 

hərəkət etmək”: klam. w-gew’- ‘uzun əşyanın zərbəsi ilə iki hissəyə 

bölmək’ → w-geew’- ‘uzun əşyanın  zərbəsi ilə çoxlu  hissələrə  

bölmək’, çamal. b-uq̉u ‘kəsmək, doğramaq’ → b-uq̉uq̉u ‘kiçik 

parçalara bölmək’, al. чиси- ‘parçalamaq, bölmək’ → чиси-ла- ‘doğ-

ramaq (doğrayıb tökmək)’. Besides, the grammatical 

quasidistributives can be created from the introductory verbs 

expressing the action that executed one time. In this case, the 

derivative verb expresses the action executed many times: al. чу- ‘bir 

dəfəyə geyinmək’ → чу-ла ‘bir neçə dəfəyə geyinmək’, чачи- ‘bir 

dəfəyə örtmək’ → чачи-ла ‘bir neçə dəfəyə örtmək’.  

The indicators of the grammatical quasidistributives are the 

same with the indicators of the grammatical distributives in these 

samples. The leading tendency is such. However, the specific 

indicators can be in the grammatical quasidistributives. In the 
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Russian language, for example, the prefixes из- (из-мазать/ся 

‘bulanmaq, üst-başını batırmaq’, изо-рвать/ся ‘cırıq-cırıq olmaq’) is 

such indicators. V.Dressler defines the meaning of effective-object in 

the derivative verb by comparing the verbs as piáuti ‘kəsmək’ və 

piáustyti ‘çoxlu parçalara doğramaq’ in the Lithuanian language36. It 

seems that, the colour of this effectiveness is appeared for this in the 

quasidistributive verbs that, the increasing of the number of actions 

in the fixed form (iki / bir neçə hissəyə doğramaq → çoxlu hissələrə 

doğramaq) is appreciated as the changability of the quality from the 

pragmatic feature. In the Russian language, the typical verbs as 

иззябнуть ‘donmaq, bərk üşümək’, изранить ‘yaralamaq (bir neçə 

yerdən)’ which the spreading of influence by the action of subject or 

object, and differing of the signs of completeness of surrounding 

would be belonged to the quasidistributives in the meanings37: А я 

изъездила весь город, побывала у Нарвских ворот, где мы жили 

когда-то ‘Mən isə bütün şəhəri gəzib dolaşdım, nə vaxtsa [yanında] 

yaşadığımız Narva darvazasında oldum’.  

Adresative distributions. The typical semantical transitive 

distributive verbs as “paylamaq”, “yollamaq”, “paylaşdırmaq”, 

“yaymaq” belong to this meaning.38 The feature of these verbs 

consists of this that, not only the actant-adresat, but also the actant-

object must be beside them: rus. Почтальон разносит письма 

жильцам ‘Poçtalyon məktubları sakinlərə paylaşdırır’ and 

*Почтальон разносит письмо жильцам *‘Poçtalyon məktubu 

sakinlərə paylaşdırır’. Thus, such kind of implication would be put 

forward: if the adresative distribution is expressed in the sentence, in 

                                                           
36 Dressler, W. Studien zur verbalen  Pluralität. Iterativum, Distributivum, Dura-

tivum, Intensivum inder allgemeinen Grammatik, im Lateinischen und Hethi-

tischen /  W.U.Dressler. – Wien: Böhlau, – 1968. – s.69. 
37 Шелякин, М.А. Категория вида и способы действия русского глагола. Тео-

ретические основы / М.А.Шелякин. – Таллин: Валгус, – 1983. – с.185. 
38 Осипова, М.А. Дистрибутивные глаголы в современных западно-славян-

ских языках (синхронно-сопоставительный аспект): / Автореферат диссерта-

ции ...кандидата филологических наук / ‒ Москва, 1984. ‒ 19 с. 
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this case, the object distribution is also expressed here, the opposite 

of this isn’t true. 

It is possible to accept the groups of name including here the 

typical words as kullu minhum  which the meaning of  “hər” as the 

indicator of the adresative distribution in the sentences where the 

quantified verbs are here in the Arabic literal language: sallama 

‘amīnu majlisi-l-’ulamā‘i-l-mustanadāti li kulli ’aā‘i majlisi-l-

’ulamā‘i ‘Elmi şuranın katibi bülletenləri elmi şuranın bütün 

üzvlərinə payladı’. The lexical expression of distributive is also 

possible: wazza’a ’alā ‘paylamaq, bölüşdürmək’. 

The intensives and deminutives. The intensives contain the 

increasing of the volume of action and the total of meaning of the 

multiplicity with the meaning of intensive. The indicators as - nak və 

-(ҳ)лаг- have the meaning of intensive of action in the Eskimo 

language39: иmыгмигақā ‘ayağının burnu ilə vurur (bir dəfə)’ → 

иmыгмих-лаг-ақā ‘ayağının burnu ilə (bərkdən) vurur (bir dəfə)’ → 

иmыгмих-лаг-а-mа- ғақā ‘ayağının burnu ilə (dəfələrlə bərkdən) 

vurur’. 

The research expresses that, the distributivity is the sign 

specified to all languages as the exact universal. But the different 

types of distributive have been represented (complete or partial) 

differently in the various languages. and it causes to classify the 

languages for the sign of existing or non-existing of this and the 

other type of distributive and being of this sign as incomplete 

universal.  

The main attention has directed to the research of the 

grammatical and lexical iteratives in the IV chapter entitled as “The 

iterative type of the multiplicity of situations”. Besides, the 

iteration of multiplicative and distributive terms, the iterative 

meaningful analytic constructions, the contextual indicators of 

iterative meaning and the issues of number of situations are 

                                                           
39 Ulvydas, K. (vyr. red.) Lietuvių kalbos gramatika. Morfologija. – 2 t. / 

K.Ulvydas. –Vilnius: Mintis,  –  1971. –  779 p. 
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commented in different sections. The iterative type of multiplicity of 

the situations would be commented such as: 

The fulfilment of situations of iteratives as [P ( X,Y, …, Z )] = 

“Р ( Х,Y, …, Z) to the comparison repeatedly exists; the same 

collection of actants40 are represented in all repeated situations; 

each repeated action (not containing the other arbitrary introductory 

point or the speech point) happens in the interval of T time 

separately, it means the situation of P1 happens in the interval of T1, 

the situation of P2 happens in the interval of T2, the situation of Pn 

happens41 in the interval of Tn. 42 

The meaning of iterative is expressed with the lexical, 

derivational and grammatical methods belonging to the functional-

semantic field of multiplicity in all types of it and combinating with 

each other in the sentence more or wider context in the most different 

languages.  

Lexical iteratives. The semantics of iterativity realizes in the 

combination not only with the lexical means, but also with the other 

language means of them in the languages. In the Eskimo language, 

the lexical iterative is expressed with the typical adverbials as 

қунпың ‘həmişə, daim’, углағлуку ‘dəfələrlə’, with the typical 

depended action verbs as унакунығагу ‘hər gün’, with the verbal 

names having the indicator of intensive in many times: Углағлуку 

сҳатуңа имами қағмамың ‘Mən dənizdə dəfələrlə ilğım görmüşəm’ 

(the meaning of iterative has been expressed with the adverbial of  

углағлуку ‘dəfələrlə, çox dəfə’). In the Turkic languages, the 

multiplicity of situations is usually expressed with the grammatical 

                                                           
40 Aktantların yalnız referent eyniliyi (rus. Мальчик каждый год ездит к бабуш-

ке ‘Oğlan hər il nənəsinin yanına gedir’) deyil, həm də konseptual eyniliyi (rus. 

Каждый год сосед покупает себеновый костюм ‘Hər il qonşu özünə təzə 

kostyum alır’) nəzərdə tutulur. 
41 Hər situasiya nitq anı və ya ixtiyari başqa başlanğıc nöqtəsini ehtiva etməyən T 

zaman müddətində baş verdiyindən, iterativ çoxluğa daxil olan situasiyaları qeyri-

aktual  situasiyalar kimi xarakterizə etmək qanunauyğundur. 
42 Typology of iterative constructions (edited by V.S. Khrakovsky) / LINCOM 

studies in theoretical linguistics  / – München: Lincom Europa, – 2000. – p.41. 
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and lexical means accompanied with the complex form in the 

sentence. The periodicity (“hər gün” tipli), interruption (“tez-tez”, 

“hərdənbir, arabir” tipli), the adverbials of usitativity (“adətən” tipli) 

is belonged to the field of Lexicology. The typical adverbials of 

interuption as “bəzən”, “arabir”, “hərdənbir” are performed such as 

the lexical means of discontinuative meaning being one type of the 

iterative in the Turkic languages: azerb. Ara-sıra dostunu narahat 

edən baş ağrısı təkrarən gəlmişdi. 

Frequentative meaning is expressed with the participating of 

the typical adverbials of interruption as “tez-tez”, “fasiləsiz, 

durmadan”, “dalbadal” by the lexical way: tat. Еш-еш кына синнəн 

хаmлар алдым ‘Mən səndən tez-tez məktub alırdım’. 

Usitative meaning is expressed with the help of the typical 

adverbials of usitativity as “həmişə”, “daim”: tof. Мен эчжимнi hүн 

саны гөрдүр мен ‘Mən öz dostumu hər gün görürəm’. 

In the Klamath language, the adverbials of periodicity, 

interruption, usitativity are used for the expression of the iterative 

meaning in less situations. The reduplicated words expressing the 

adverbial character are used for showing the largeness of interval 

among the actions. The iterativity is mainly expressed with the verbs 

of incomplete manner in all Slavic languages. The deviations are 

belonged to the opportunities of the usage of verbs of complete 

manner in this function. Verbs of incomplete manner can express the 

meaning of reusability without the existing of certain lexical 

indicators – adverbials of time. The iterative meaning is expressed 

with the adverbials of periodicity and interruption more demanding 

certain chosing ability in the agreement with the forms of time in the 

frame of functional-semantic field in the German language. 43     Only 

the different forms of verb can use with the adverbials of periodicity 

in the form of presence and preterite firstly:… abends strahlen New 

York und alle anderen Städte in Zehntausenden von Lichtern und 

Fackeln ‘... Axşamlar Nyu-York və bütün digər şəhərlər on minlərlə 

                                                           
43 Abdullayev,  S.Ə. Müasir alman və Azərbaycan dillərində inkarlıq kateqoriyası / 

S.Ə.Abdullayev. –Bakı: Maarif, –1998. – 279 s. 
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işıq və məşəllərlə parıldayır’. There aren’t any special grammatical 

means for the expression of iterative meaning in the Indonesian 

language. The adverbials of periodicity, interruption and usitativity 

(sometimes in the reduplicated form)  are performed as the indicator 

of it in the simple sentence. The verb itself isn’t usually reduplicated 

in these sentences where the adverbs are used. There is special form 

of su kan indicated the manner-time form that can be combined with 

the iterative adverbials freely which expressing the interruption (“tez-

tez”, “arabir, bəzən” tipli), usitativity (“həmişə”, “adətən” tipli) and 

periodicity (“axşamlar”, “səhərlər”, “hər gün” tipli) for the 

expression of the iterative meaning in the Hausa language:...su kan 

taru su yi ta hirarsu... ‘... Onlar (adətən) laqqırtı vurmağa topla-

şırlar’. 

The grammatical iteratives. “The paradigms of the tense forms 

of verb, affixation, reduplication, irreal moods of verb (forms), 

repeated-related constructions (RRC), the constructions of predicate 

actant and etc. are belonged to the grammatical expressive means of 

iterativity. Those formal expressive means are characterized as the 

specialized, unspecialized or their analytic (combined) expressive 

means in different languages” 44. In the grammatical iteratives, the 

meaning of iterativity realizes in the combination of the lexical 

expressive means, sometimes in the background of the contextual 

content. There are the tense forms considered for expressing the 

iterative specifically in the Tukic languages: 1) Past Indefinite 

(Multiple) tense forms: uzb. ол-ар эдим ‘[adətən] götürürdüm’, 2) 

Past Imperfect tense forms: tat. ал-а идем ‘götürürdüm’, azerb. al-ır-

dım ‘götürürdüm’, al-ar-dım ‘götürərdim’, 3) Past Continuous tense 

form: uzb. ол-моқда эдим ‘götürürdüm’, azerb. al-maqda idim (Past 

Perfect Continuous) – al-maqda imişəm (Past Perfect Continuous). 

They can be joined with the periodicity and with the typical 

adverbials of place as “bu yerlərdə”, “buralarda”, “orada”. The 

iterativity is expressed with the verbs of incomplete manner mainly 

                                                           
44 Tahirov, İ.M. Azərbaycan və ingilis dillərində zaman kateqoriyası / İ.M.Tahirov. 

– Bakı: Nurlan, –2007. –  324 s. 
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in the Slavic languages. The contradictions are belonged to the 

possibility of the usage of verbs of complete manner in this function. 

“In the Russian language, the expression of the verbs of complete 

manner of iterative is differed with the clear expressed 

expressiveness, both maybe, the repeated situation consists of actions 

substituting each other or some constituent forms in the RRC” 45: На 

самой заре встанешь и топчешься-топчешься по избе: и воды 

надо принесть, и печь растопить… А он, как скинул ноги с 

кровати, выхлебал баночку молока – только я его и видела ‘Dan 

yeri söküləndən qalxırsan və daxmada durmadan vurnuxursan: həm 

su gətirmək lazımdır, həm ocağı yandırmaq lazımdır... O isə ayağını 

çarpayıdan aşağı salan kimi bir banka süd içirdi – mən elə onu 

görürdüm’. “In the Bulgarian and Macedonian languages, the verbs 

of complete manner express the iterativity, also except from the 

aorist mainly, in the RRC where all of the forms of complete manner 

expressed there, but only non-preterital forms of complete manner 

are performed with the unlimited repeated adverbials” 46: mak. Ќe 

dojde, ќе cedne, na ќе cmaне и ќе си излезе, без да прозбори47 

‘Gəlir, oturur, sonra qalxır və heç bir söz demədən çıxıb gedir’; bulg. 

Когато Иван дойдеше (the imperfect form of complete manner), 

всички ставаха (the imperfect form of incomplete manner) ‘İvan 

daxil olanda (hərf. ‘nə vaxt ki, daxil olurdu’) hamı qalxırdı’. In the 

other Slavic languages, the ability of exprssing iterative of the verb 

of complete manner doesn’t depend on tense form. According to the 

style of expression, the iterative sayings are differed with the 

                                                           
45 Бондарко, А.В. Вид и время русского глагола (значение и употребление) / 

А.В.Бондарко. – Москва: Просвещение, – 1971. – c.141, 215-216. 
46 Маслов, Ю.С. Глагольный вид в современном болгарском литературном 

языке (значение и употребление) // Вопросы грамматики болгарского литера-

турного языка. ‒ Москва: Высшая школа, ‒ 1959. ‒ c.270-274; Станков, В. 

Българскитеглаголни времена / В.С.Станков. – София: Наука и изкуство, – 

1969. – c.17-19; Galton, H. The main functions of the Slavic verbal aspect / 

H.Galton.– Skopje: Универзитетска печатница Кирил и Методиj, – 1976. – 

p.86. 
47 Усикова, Р.П. Македонский язык // Славянские языки. – Москва: Изд-во 

Московского государственного университета, – 1977. – с.363. 
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repetition of situations on them in the English language 1) either the 

limitation with the frame of any time (He usually gets up at 7 o’clock 

‘O, adətən, saat 7-də yatağından qalxır’),  

2) or with the happening in the given time limits (I shall be 

dining alone all next week ‘Mən bütün gələn həftə boyu tək nahar 

edəcəyəm’). The existing of the presence and imperfect form of verbs 

expressing the multiplicity of the action on the non-actual limited 

number inside the grammatical iterative can be shown with the 

sentences in the French language: Ce qu’il ya de terrible avec Louis, 

c’est qu’ il devine tout: la scène, il l’a prévue, il l’a désamorcée ‘Bu 

Lun ilə bir işi olmaq dəhşətdir: o, hər şeyi irəlicədən duyur, elə bu 

səhnəni də o, qabaqcadan nəzərə almış və tədbir görmüşdür’48. There 

is special manner-tense form for expressing the iterative meaning in 

the Hausa language.  

– su kan. The multiplicity of non-actual actions expressing this 

form is belonged to the unlimited time period: А muʠalian namu 

mutane su kan zabam musu littafi da kansu ‘Bizim kitabxanamızda 

insanlar (adətən) özləri üçün kitabı özləri seçirlər’. If the multiplicity 

of the actions are belonged to the unlimited time period, it must be 

performed with the lexical way in the sentence: А zamanin da 

mutanen Abuje su kan yi neman kuʠi amma ba irin yadda su ke yi a 

yanzu ba ‘Əvvəlki dövrlərdə Abuca sakinləri pulu indi qazandıqları 

kimi qazanmırdılar’. The repetition (unlimited) of iterative hasn’t got 

any formal expression in the Chinese language. “The adverbials of 

time can show the repeated action or vice versa, the action 

happening one time, but sometimes consisting of which meaning 

from two meanings of the sentence only depends on the context” 49.  

The iteration of multiplicatives and distributives. Because of 

existing of plurality expressing both the multiplicative and the 

distributive collection in the languages, it would be appreciated as 

                                                           
48 Шеремета, Н.В.О средствах выражения способов действия в современном 

французском языке: / Автореферат диссертации ...кандидата филологических 

наук / – Львов, 1966. – 19 с. 
49 Яхонтов ,С. Е. Проблема описания множественности действий в китайском 

языке  // Типология итеративных конструкций. – Ленинград: – 1989. – с.236. 
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higher levelled situations that these pluralities can be iteratived. The 

adverbials of periodicity, interruption, usitativity, generality are 

performed as the indicator of the multiplicative and distributive 

iteration: A d’autres moments, il lisait, plume en main. Il remuait les 

lèvres, comme un écolier qui répète une leçon. Parfois, je voyais sa t 

ête se pencher, se pencher, glisser vers sa poitrine ‘Başqa vaxtlar o 

əlində qələm [tutaraq] oxuyurdu. O, dərsini təkrarlayan məktəbli 

kimi dodaqlarını tərpədirdi. Hərdən mən onun başının necə endiyini, 

sinəsinə düşdüyünü görürdüm’. Here the verbs as remuer ‘tərpətmək’ 

və se pencher ‘əyilmək, enmək’ express the multiplicative meanings, 

and the meaning of iterativity is given with the adverbials. In the 

sentence of ‘Là, se réunissait quotidiennement l’élite de ces jeunes 

gens ‘Orada hər gün bu gənclərin elitası toplaşırdı’ the verb “se 

réunir ‘toplaşmaq’ expresses the cislocative situation, the adverbial 

shows the repetition of this situation in irregular form. The 

multiplicative and distributive meaningful constructions can be 

iterated by combining with the adverbials of periodicity and 

interruption in the German language, too: Er hustete oft / abends / je-

den Abend ‘O tez-tez / axşamlar / hər axşam öskürürdü’. In the 

Indonesian language, the iteration of multiplicative and distributive 

meanings are created with the combination of the multiplicative and 

distributive verbs with the iterative adverbs: Kami sering lari naik-

turun stadion … berulang kali ‘Biz tez-tez [pilləkənlərlə] qalxıb 

düşə-düşə ... təkrar-təkrar stadiona qaçırdıq’. In the Eskimo 

language, the iteration of the meanings of multiplicative and 

distributive plurality can be expressed by the morphological and 

lexical ways: Атуқңулукык такук қамыграгык қунпың қиғни-тағ-

а-мақ ынкам иқўағ-а-та-мақ ‘Bu çəkmələrdə gəzəndə o hey 

sürüşür və yıxılırdı’ (compare with the first base: first қиғнит- 

base  қиғнитақуқ ‘o sürüşür, yıxılır [bir dəfə, indicə]’), 

қиғнисимақ ‘o sürüşdü, yıxıldı’. The iteration of multiplicative is 

realized by some ways in the English language: a) by the help of the 

adverbials of iterativity: He often coughs at night  ‘O, gecələr tez-tez 

öskürür’, b) in the repeated-double typed constructions: When the 

bus was in motion these hanging itemes spun and jerked and swayed 
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in front of the driver’s eyes ‘Avtobus hərəkət edəndə bu asılı əşyalar 

sürücünün gözü qarşısında fırlanır, dartılır və yellənirdi’, c) in the 

constructions of used to+inf., would+inf.: A cigarette would hang 

from her half-open mouth, and she would sway, or rock, or circle 

slowly.. 50 ‘Elə olurdu ki, siqaret onun yarıaçıq ağzında dik dururdu, 

o yellənir, o tərəf-bu tərəfə gedir və yavaş-yavaş fırlanırdı’. The 

iteration of distributive happens by the help of the adverbials of 

periodicity, interruption and usitativity: Each evening the guards 

brought him the paper… He went through every paper51 ‘Hər axşam 

qarovul ona qəzet gətirirdi ... O, bütün qəzetləri oxuyurdu (hər bir 

qəzeti oxuyurdu)’. The expression of number of iterative multiplicity 

and action in the same time happens in the period of the usage of 

complex adverbials as twice а week  ‘həftədə iki dəfə’ in the saying 

where the forms of the main group exist there:  I ask you ten times a 

day… ‘Mən səndən gündə on dəfə soruşuram ...’ Beside with the 

adverbials of periodicity and the complex of numeral, the adverbials 

of interruption can be used in this type of sayings: Often twice and 

sometimes three times a week the two of them came to town…52 

‘Tez-tez həftədə iki, bəzən isə üç dəfə onların hər ikisi şəhərə 

gəlirdilər...’ 

The contextual signs of iterative meaning. All of the language 

means, as well contextual overseas means of language considering 

possible in the expression of multiplicity of situations can be 

accomplished, provided that, they should be included to the 

functional-semantic field of multiplicity, but couldn’t create unit 

system. 

                                                           
50 Comrie, B. Aspect. An introduction to the study of verbal aspect and related 

problems  / B.Comrie. – Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, – 1976. –  142 p. 
51 Швачко, С.А. Языковые средства выражения количества в современном 

английском, русском и украинском  языках  / С.А.Швачко. – Киев: Высшая 

школа, – 1981. –  144 с. 
52 Акимова, Т.Г. Типы многократного действия в английском языке // 

Т.Г.Акимова.  Типология итеративных конструкций. – Ленинград: Наука, – 

1989. – с.161–170. 
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The number of situations. The number of situations are 

realized by the complex of numerals which their components 

consisting of “definite numeral/indefinite numeral/approximate 

numeral + the element of “dəfə” expressing the quantity (quantory), 

mainly.  

The analyzed material gives the base to say this that, the 

iterative as the universal sign exists in all of these languages. But 

different types of it aren’t specific for all of them, of course. Thus, 

the indication of iterative can be estimated as incomplete universal.  

The main results of the research can be concluded as 

following:  

1. The level of modern development of the linguistic science is 

characterized by the increasing of interest to the functional grammar 

and wider – to the issues of functional description of language 

gradually. It is complete regular, because the modern linguistics has 

been directed to the understanding of the language as the real 

practical consciousness of the language, as an important method 

considered for the activity on the situation of communication in the 

human society, not to the provision of language “for itself and in 

itself”.  

2. The field theory considering the grouping of elements for 

certain regularities and opposite influence is existed as the method of 

arrangement of language systematically in the contemporary 

linguistics and the field reflects the real relations of elements forming 

it in the language system. 

3. The feature that characterizing the real essence of the field 

theory is the understanding of it as the unit functional system of 

different leveled expressive means being deep relation with each 

other around the arrow of general – invariant meaning. 

4. The formal structural parts of all different leveled units of 

language are belonged to the plan of expression of field, and the 

concentration of those language units around the invariant meaning 

are belonged to the plan of content. These methods are the 

constituents of field and they arrange their “central-edge” (nuclear-

periphery) configuration. 
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5. The category of quality is the universal logical category as 

the category of quantity related to it. While learning the deviations of 

it in different languages, certain linguistic “functional-semantic 

category” is conserved which the criterion of separation is considered 

as “the generality of semantic function of the elements influencing of 

different language levels to each other in opposite form, the existing 

of intelligible semantic invariants in the differential semantic signs of 

these elements”.  

6. Most of the time, the analysis of the category of quantity 

hasn’t gone out from the frame of research of the paradigmatic lines 

and paradigmatic attitudes until recently. Now it seems clear that, the 

features of syntactic agreement of forms of the category of quantity 

must be considered in any of the closest description. The syntactic 

aspect of the study of category of quantity is not only actual in the 

places of performing of the quantity as the agreed category: many of 

the characteristics of predicate influence to the choosing of number 

of the actants. 

7. The multiplicity of actions is the aspectual meaning. It is 

closely connected whether the system of manners, or the ways of 

action. This meaning surrounds the ways of action greatly in its some 

types and it carries specific character in each of these ways not only 

in the plan of content, but also in the plan of expression. 

8. The meaning content of the category of linguistic multiplicity 

can be represented with the signs as “discreteness – non-

discreteness”, “limited – unlimited”, “to reach the limit” – not to 

reach the limit” (success – unsuccess). 

9. The plurality being the category of quantity can be shown as 

the central of periphery by being the nuclear of functional-semantic 

field. It is the leading category in the semantics of noun, because the 

idea of subjectivity is related with it. As the parts of speech withdraw 

from the system of name, the plurality is getting weak, too. Thus, for 

verb, the quantity is peripheral category. 

10. The category of quantity of nouns is related to the 

nominative aspect of meaning, the quantity has the content of 

relation mainly in the verbs. 
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11. The quantity (quantitativity) is the word-changing 

grammatical category arranged by the binary opposition which its 

members have been marked opposite: before everything, plural form 

has been marked.  

12. The multiplicities of situations are universal as the 

component of general category of aspectuality. The discovering of 

general structural rules defining the inner opposite attitudes of 

linguistic universalises or different elements of the language is one of 

the most basic duties of studying of the languages typologically in 

the modern level. 

13. Multiplicative, distributive and iterative pluralities have 

been represented in all languages. But according to the representation 

of them or the other type, the Turkic and Slavic languages 

demonstrate superiority. It seems that, we can explain this with the 

agglutinative and inflected typology of those languages accordingly, 

because the noted types of multiplicity are mainly expressed 

morphologically in these languages which they have rich 

morphological elements. Besides, the lexical means (verbs) 

expressing the meanings of multiplicities are also enough rich in these 

languages. 

14. The lexical means are used for the expression of the 

multiplicity of situations mainly in the languages having weak 

grammatical means, but the lexical means are used with the 

grammatical means together in many situations. The last sign is 

peculiar to vast multiplicity of languages. 

15. According to formal expression of meaning types of the 

multiplicity of situations, it is possible to divide the languages into 

three groups which involved to the dissertation: a) specialized, b) 

unspecialized, and c) the languages which the expressions of each 

two groups are confused. The plan of the content of multiplicity can 

be expressed by the context, too.  
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